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ABSTRACT

i mplcment,H1on o! drama 111 earl>'

childlwod edu~·,1uon t.:\ind ur.:tl'll

1n Pllt [\· n h

ml'IrOpolnan primary schuol, over

;1

thn:c-wcek prnod. The six drama lessons were taught hr the researcher /
practitioner

ltl

a Pn.:-pnmary and a Year One dass These sLUdcnts were chosen Jnr

their limited exposure to the Drama in Education experience. The expectation was

or a less condiuoned

response hoth in their conduct and expression withm the

drama emironment
The lessons were captured on \ideo and transcnbed. then analysed utilising an
ethnomethodological methodology.
The responses of these children were recorded in an attempt to disclose how a
group of young children share knowledge during a drnma class. and examine the
social conventions. articulating the features of common rule-usage and assumed
communication. The discourse also examines the complex and at limes ambiguous
nature of drama and the need to articulate and to amlrse pracuces, to unravel ho\\.
drama is constructed and perceived. The practice of drama in the earlr childhood
classroom highlights the role and relationship of the practitioner and the children.
The study offers insights into the foundation issues within drama in education that
are a product of the historical, cultural and social domains of knowledge and affect
the implementation of drama in the early childhood.
This research provides information on drama in education within the pre-p1imary
school setting. It would be of interest to any teacher or researcher who wishes to
gain a deeper understanding of the issues that surround drnma in early childhood
years, and provides insights into the interactions of the partidpants.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous tlrn11u1 is nt·n-r about pn·serui11g ..\'dtl1n i\ ic rnncn11nl

wirh rhc exploration of themes imposed by others. Rather. irs ,aluc to

II\

as lrnmm1s is the f n·c,Jom it pro\'idcs for 11s·tl1t.' f rccdom to explore con·

texts and siruarions wl1id1 nu.iy be denied us in rl1e ·rrnl ,, orld.'
Julie Dunn. 1996. p20

~10

1.1

Research Purpose

Th1.. dr;m1.1

t

ll;1 ... :- l'Xl:-.l-. 111 .1n L'rl\'lrt 1 nrm:nt 1!1.11 1...

'>11l1all:, , 1,r1-.1n111t·d

lr1,m

ObjectlVIIIB

To dtS{_O\"et the peru:1ved kmmkdgt' that •,nung ~iudt:-nt ..

have abou1 drama when bcgmnmg
;-.hol1l
'
'

2

To 1llummate and dl)(:ument the mutu.;11:, a~rced but
unspoken rules of the drama dass. the ordm,m
and mtcracuons that te,Khers ,md children

,b:-Umpt1on:-

dtm,1rbtr;lle 1n

order to accomplish socrnlly acu:ptablc bchannur
early childhood drama class and

111

in

the

this way to duud;..te the

role of the facilnator.

3.

To view foundation matters and problems encountered m
the classroom from an educational drama perspcctn'c and

thus consider changes to the mner structure of the social
reality of the drama participants.

4.

To outline and discuss implications for drama praxis

consequent Lo the above observations.

~11

,n dram.1

111

l·dut.1U1111 .111d

\Hlh"•,

dr,m1.1 Expltinng tht· ... ompkXH\ Jnd pp-,~tb!IJtu:-. m Jn t:.id·. lh1klh,,,,J
d;lSsroom

1:;

fundam.:nt..1!

ll'

the rcmforLt:mt.nt nl tho:: ~t.nu, .md \Jluc

of drama
The use of ethnomethodology as .i rescan.. h tool allO\h h1r tht' !?Jthcrm~ (lf
data that combines an understandtng o! the org:m15at1on ut dr.1m.1 ... ulturl.'
and the ·realny· of the negotiated setting Prondmg an under~t.indmg ,,r thl.'
rule usage and mteract1ons umque to learmng m dr:im,1 dlumm.ue-. tht'
belie£ system that 1s central to drama as an Ans cdui..Jltlrn praLtt ... t·
It 1s the intention of the research discourse to impose its O\\·n re,1ltty and
expose the val.tes mherited from drama convenuons. aunudes. and ·ra(n
way of knowing' (Polanyi.1966).

t

The need far the research ta Inform and influence
a better drama practice

llluminating the understanding, perception, organisation. and rules of the
drama setting with young children is an important step towards dcvelopmg
a sound framework for drama practice.

Thl" pr;11.-ll(l", .md unda . . 1.md111~.., dut

;trt·

r11ut11w 1n dram,1 dr,1w 1111 .1 w1d,·

Tiu-. 1rn l·"t t~.1l1i •n ,11 J r.1m.1 1n i·Ju, .111, ,n ·,\ di rl'lk, ! 1tw I Ju, .u 1, ,n

th.u .:uhurc

cm offer ms1ghts into ruk u~J~l" .md fund.1mt:m.tl bsuc~ palml·nt

In

drama Jnd m;1y dcmonstrJtc wh\- !hl· m...lu:-1,1n nt dram.1 m the cuh
childhood dassroom

1s (rJt11...1l

Ethnomethodolog1,al a11Jlys1s of bnguage ;1nd mtcr.1...tllin

l,ln

unco\·er the details of dram.1 as a lUhural pradll:l' ;rnd st:cb

ht: lbe<l

!t'

111 un:Jcr~tmd

the log1C of pracucal acuons rnnccrncd wuh tht· orgamSJtion ut

J

~uhurc

• The need ta understand aaclal
and cultural practice

In analysing drama as a social and cultural practice, the bases on wlm:h we

construct our 'realit>•' are cncoumered. The cthnomethodolog1Cal ·rca\ny·

the discourse of the 'mundane soctul praxis' (Pollner, 1987). The
ethnomethodologist, uses this discourse to view the rules by which the

1~

knowledge· u:-cd m d r.1111;1 t n l' xp!orL' 1he

·n()nn,tl Ivt·

1iJt.)l)) t h,ll ,m: pl;Krd

~tll wI praL llLe

fl'J.l urc

l'll.lL'l llll' Ill

as

011 l he

child m l hl'

.I SIL u;1t1 Oil. ] !I

de mamb'

(Vari

Mane n.

of cJ r.i ma will

J ISCO\'C rl !lJ!, Lhe rule S thal

.1!,0VC"rll till',

sll uation the moral anJ et h1ca! rcspons1bi Hues of lhe d rarna praclil 1nne r

working with young children wilt also be highlighted

t

Researching foundational matters

This research is a much-needed contribution towards West Australi,m
primary drama educational research. Taylor (1996) warned of the potentlal
dangers faced by liberal ans education in the accountable world.
Accountability often equates to quantifiable assessment and is JifnculL to
validate in rdation to a fundamentally qualitative subject. such as drama.
Research builds a strong base for that validation, yet

10

date limited studies

dealing specifically with drama in the earl)' childhood years are
represented. A lack of research pertaining to drama in early L-hildhood
education has not allowed drama its rightful sta\Us wilhin the curriculum.
The location of the authentic voice of the child in the process of the drama
document has been largely previously unrecognised and undocumented.
The Ans Report, Education Department of Western Austral in ( 1996) on the
Student Outcome Statement Trial identified the perception that the arts in
schools are seen as extracurricular, optional and peripheral and this view must
be questioned. Fleming (1999) believes we live in an era of excessive
rationalism and quasi·c;cience that dominates education.

J-!owc\'L' r by den·lnp1 ng and funher 111\Tst 1gal 1ng d rarna 1n II 1e early d 11 kl! uii >d

~clung we add to 1he grl'atcr krwwkt!gc and bPd)' of work that plau:.., 1!1c art'>
as central to the curnrnlum (Ei~ner. I \.JH). Be!->\. I Y\.Jf1J

Drama shnuld be mcludcd

111

the classroom schedule u! young swdcnts as the:;

wter the school c1mronmcm. Locaung and conLnbutmg to expanding drama
research may pro,·idc an insight into why.
Drama as a social praxis includes complex issues of collaborauon, culture and a
place for the younger child

LO

mvesugate the

SO(Ja!

action of their world. The

value of drama is that il allows an appropriate and dynamic place in which
children can develop identity and interpret their ,vorld.

~15

I

1.2. Setting the scene an drama research
in the early childhood classroom

t

Finding a common language

In 1998. during a worksh1)p on drama. I surveyed a group of early
1.:hildhood and prim.1ry dussroom teachers and asked them

10

def me

drama. The teachers· responses demonstrated knowledge of a n:ingc of
drnma strategies and skil!s tlrnt mar be apparent at any given ume m the
primal)' drama classroom. The answers included role-play, performing.
speaking. speech, confidence, co-ordination. literacy, imagination. group
work, listening, language, pretending. cooperation. self-esteem.
appreciation of others. expression, gestures and mime.
In 1998, during this research I asked a group of pre-primary children to
define drama.
'Drama is when you are sick,' said Sam.
The question imposes an adult logic on Sam and assumes that the adult
reality and the childs reality in daily life will be similar.
Mehan & Wood {1975) be1ieve this occurs when adults treat children as
less complete versions of the adult self. Ethnomethodology rejects a
developmental deductive model and will view the child through the direct
unfolding of the descriptive talk and events of the classroom setting.
Drama in education is viewed with disparity within cdurntion (Rasmussen.
1996) and an interpretation o[ what is drama will be fonncd by factors of

perception, experience, and expression. The shifting boundartcs of where

~16

I

ill lllc.1\c dr,una wnhin cduLallun and thl' d1vcr'.'>c de/111111011'.'> however IJl'cd
Sl)l\ll' 01mnwn [;tnguagc

TlllS -;Ja11dardbat1on ol <l LOllHJlon languagr: l'>

nccLkd to snhd1ry drama cdui:.1uon and s10p crn'.'>totl of Lommon
umkrstandmgs. Taylor ( 1996) however warns of the san1t1sing ol suLh a
language to co111rol 1hc rebellious poss1bil1tics 111 the creatJve drama

classroom.

• Appropriateness of previous research

If drama in early childhood and primary schools 1s to be located m
previous rese:uch lhis may be problematic for the National Association for
Drama in Education - Australia (NADIE). lls dalabase in 1993 listed 65
research projects in drama of which only four dealt specifically with
primary drama (Taylor. 1994). Three of these were concerned \\'1th play
and one with role~play. To dale research inlo drama m the early childhood
years has been even less visible and has been essentially emp1r1Lal m nature
(Kase-Polisini, 1985), with the focus on play.
Empirical drama research in schools blossomed in the sevemies with the
emphasis on analysing methodology, developing dramatic strategies and the
social effect drama had on the participants (Kase-Polisini, 1985).

• Play and self-expression research

Fundamental issues in drama however and the knowledge that is 'taken for
granted' is often subjective and left unquestioned (Best. 1996).
The focus on play and self-expression in drama research in early childhood
education has previously concentrated on the physical, social, intel!cctual and
~'7

l'llll1l ll lllal wl'll-hl'111g t 1f

Drama

111

1he pan Ill parn:-, {Ka:-.e-l 'ol 1:-,m1. IlJH '5)

the a rl'a 11 I l'a rl y tfo Jd l]l)nd and

subsrqlll'l1l !r bren hcav1 ly

fl

In Ul'Jlll'd

111 p n ma ry

'>d ioo 1-. ha:-.

by t heone:-. ol play and

l()r

cnact ml'n I

soc ta! dr\'c!oprnrm. Th 1s lack nf rn L1ca! I hough! rcflcu mg on t hl' 1de 11111 }' d

drama. as opposl'd to play may have led to a rrnwnders1ood

\'Jew

of dr,una

and pro\'ides Im le crcdr nee for the \'a I1dat10n of d raJlla as a Lore w bieu
option (Best, 1996: Wdkmson. 1996).

t Drama - Justification within the curriculum

Previous Australian curriculum gutdelines 1n the field of primary drama
propound that "!earning through dram a is import ant to gam I ns1ghts and
understanding by doing" (Kemp, 1985) and will "develop tolerance.
sensitivity, spontaneity, imaginatJon. lateral thmki ng. physJCal coo rd 111,rnon
and the ability to know oneself' (Curry. 1982).
Heathcote {1980. p.5) however claims that "so much is falsely cbtmecl
the name of drama that it will be wise

lO

take a close look at what

ll

111

can

do, and how it does what it can do."
Schonmann (1992) believes the ch.,llenge to affirm what drama 1s. 1s not
helped by drama educators whose concepts of drama are diverse and
conflicting even within professional publications. If drama in education can
be ambiguous in nature to the drama researcher then the role of drama
within the curriculum may also be equally obscure.
Unfortunately justification for dnima can no longer depend on the 'tacit
knowledge' (Polanyi, 19 66) th al creali ng, making and exp rcssi ng through
~18

I

I
dr.1ma 1s hl'nd1.-1:1I
hii\'l' rl'Sptlt\lkd

10

the l'dlll:at 1011 ol

hl'.1\'11'.)'

clnldrl'II

hrt au"r cdu( all< ,n tr('nd..,

[ll t'Ultl(llllll ll:ltl<>ll.tl lll!L'J'C',[<,

.lJ!d p1iiJ1IL.tl

rxpl'(hl·ncy Flcmmg l l t.J49l cite.;, an owr!uadnl currn:ulurn ,mtl Lhc
ror

quc'il

ob1cctt ,·11 y and an.:ou111abil Hy as the rl'asnn acst he LIL rd uu111011 1s uncle r

threat. N1c holson l 1999) rcga r<ls l he val ucs assouatcc.l \\'Ith acst hell<-., 1n

cduGHton as bcmg problcnwtJc Lankshear ( 1993) and 1vkl..arcn ( 1991)
believe that in recent years attacks on the progressive eduuuwn han:
employed the tcchmque of generahsations to appeal to preiudtLes The
pulling forward of simple causes to very complex situauons. Lankshear
believes, is partially due to the lack of research on the cultural practKes and
politics in schools. Lankshear believes superficial explanations and qu1ek
economic fixes can not work in education but qualitatn·e data that connects
the everyday experiences and 'common sense' accounts of schooling can
genuinely seek solutions within schools.
Understanding the role of drama in an accountable education system when
there is no attempt to understand its complexity will result in the meaning of
drama remaining hidden and ambiguous. Havel\ (1990) questions if the
current interest in the aesthetics has come loo lale Lo save drama
in education.

t Marglnallaatlan

As a drama specialist in primary schools in Western Austmlia for the past
ten years l have experienced lhe marginalisation of teaching dmma as a
subject in the education system. When I first came to Perth in 1990 there
~19

I

i..:nnfmncd hy ErnngLon

(Jl)9!)

who bel11:ved that pnrnary dra111a wa:-. 111

;1

healthy nltldltlon m \Vcs1crn Australian '.:>Lhool:-. a! that 11111<.' l !owcwr by
the year 1999 there were

lllll)'

a few drama speu,1lisl'i m primary sdloob

working in thr ~utc primary schools.
Currently few dram.1 ~1't'1..1:tlists exist in pnmary schools with non-speual1st
teachers lefl to teach drama. The schools directly employ support teachers
in the Arts. subject to the school community acceptabilny and pnont1es for
the year usually favouring music and visual art~
The drama programme in primary schools provides generalist teachers a
percentage of their duty other than teaching (D.0.T. T.) time. Generalist
primary teachers I work with often express their desire for more ume to
address drama. while at the same time they are apprehensive about
teaching drama.

t Training and Curriculum

Improving training and curriculum guidelines may help to alter perceptions
of drama. Australian drama educators surveyed by Millett (1996) also
hoped that in the future more drama would be undertaken in the primary
sector as a result of improved training and curriculum guidelines.
Improving the status of drama in early childhood education will therefore
require the continued exploration of the rules, context and organisation of
the subject within the local and specific environment.

~20
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1 .3 Chapter organisation

Thl'

lolll1,,·1ng

d1.1ptl'r"

ba(kground k1r this

"l'l

the

'>LL Ill'

n:pl1rt, prL''>l'llt

lnr thl' rc..,l'ard1 pr!l\'Jdl'

.i

1hc1Hel1t

lhL' Tt",e,mh. then to1Klude with

al

;1

summary l1f the dcrnon5traL1011..,
Chapter Two n:,·1t·w:, spcuf1L theme:-, that 1mp,tll on
of drama
that

iS

111

early .:hildhood area

1s ltlL<llL'd 111

till',

..,,udy The llwme

an ·outu11rn::-, h,i:,eJ world

particular to \Vcstcrn Australia at the time uf

\\Tiling

Chapter Three the use of ethnomethodology ts discussed. JUst1f1ed and the
rationale for data collection def med. The study design sets the scene for the
procedure and ethical considerations of this stud)'
Chapter Four the research

1s

demonstrated and the discourse o! drama

111

these two early childhood classrooms is discussed
Chapter Five concludes \vith a summary of the research and the
implications for my own practice and comment5 on drama

111

the early

childhood area.

-j21

I

CHAPTER TWO:
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE.
ISSUES IMPACTING ON THE STUDY

... all d1ilclrrn (even some aclu Its) remain to

c1

lcuer or grealer

degree capable of regaining r/1e belief in being tmcler.Hood,

e111cl

ifl

their play we can always find the galeway lo tlie unco11sciu11s, and

to the native honesty wl1ich so rnriously starrs in Juli bloom in the

infant, and tl1c11 unripens to a bud.
(Winnicott, 1968 p.146)

I

2.1 Drama In early childhood education
t

History and Importance

In .. Thl' Arts

111 till'

l'nnury

Pcrspl'L11n··· Eml'ry 1.IY'-l)).

Sd101,! :\ l.llrrJLU! 1rn1 "ilalL'llll'nL
~1n-s

lt1ur lundaml'ntal

rl'a'>clll'i

ancJ l'nifile

why thL Art'>

are 1mpnrtant 111 thl' nlucttton ul d11ldrrn

Thl' :\rt:. .in: lund:uncntal . . ymbnl ~r..,tl'rn'> u.:,nJ for human
(tlJllll1 lll1lL.ll 1tlll

'

The Arts arc forms nf 1ntcll1gc11Lc

3.

The Arts arc aestheuc forms of knowing

4.

The Arts assist

tn

the dc\'elopmcnt of self

Drama m the early childhood setung 1s a recognised Arts subject with tts
own umque history. philosophy and theories It

1s

viewed as a method of

teaching and a body of knowledge (Cusworth & S1mo11s. 19971

Benefits of the educational experience of drama \\'llhm the primary school
and early childhood area, (Morgan and Saxton 1987. Isenberg and Jalongs
1991, Warren 1982) emphasise Lhe social development of chddrcn

t Factors working against drama

Regardless of the benefits, drama has relatively low sLalus in primary
schools and the teaching of drama is impeded by the opinion by some
school principals that the arts are unimportant to the curriculum and this
engenders similar attitudes in staff (Emery, 1995}.
Chaine (1996) noted other more important factors L}mt may mOucncc the
status of drama in the primary system in her article, 'Even In A Snug \Vorld'
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Tht.' colllt'!lt and demantb t)l thl' primary t urr1u1lum a'> wdl a'>
:-1111 pie

"' ·huol log1s1 Jt s

sUL h

as an a! rl'ady lull

'>t hed uk

a rid a

gruwing number tif rqutrl'd '>UbJrtl-. authon-.r no more th,m
l he hupe l hat d rarn,1 wil I b1: able

to

h()ld Ii'> own at l he pn ma ry

sch on! k\·e I l l YYo. p l ll2 l
Chaine c Iles the reasons for !ad, of cm pnwe rrnem of J ram a In the pn ma ry

sd1oo!s as:
1.

The choKe of schools to selell mush. or \·1sual ans a:. a
t rad it ional h tstoncal choice.

2.

No specialist training fer teachers m the umwrs111cs. !ca\·mg
teachers who ha\'e inhentcd drama and unsure of whKh
pedagogical approach to take.

3.

The lack of support from admimstmtton

4.

The 'back to basics' approach that schools take.

Chaine was citing the Canadian experience but similar problems exist
within the Western Australian primary educalion system. Drama has been
reaffirmed in secondary schools in Western Australia by being grnmcd
Tertiary Entrance Examination {TEE) status however in primary schools
and early childhood classrooms little drama practice is offered other than
the assembly item and the employing of unstructured play.
Ross (1996) warns that drama has no claim lo curriculum tradition outside
of English literature and the drama may decline as rapidly as

1t

arose on the

educal11111;1l ..;1TJll' II hnWl'\'t'r drama ts 1101 to detlme a.., a '>Llh)l'L! 111..,thooJ..,
the d1lkn.'t1Lt':-. In other ..;uhll'Lt are;1:-,, e g art,:-.LILllll' e11.. lllU'>I he valued

m educ,ltllln
John Blakmg UI.J82J 111 the arndc 'A Lase for I !1gher [dulatton m 1he :\rt:-,
brhevcs th;ll the reasnn for tht.' .tr!!'> bcmg different

1s

that they are about

shanng. Drama mterprets shared expressions of feelings and ideas. and
descnbes them

111

symbolic

fom1

Shanng knowledge and mteral.lton

15

not

unique to the drama class but what 1s unique ism the way students reLCl\'e
knowledge and express ll by co!laboraung.

t

Enactment and the drama classroom

Enactment requires a high level of personal engagemem and parllc1pat1on
for the individual child when exploring via muluple perspecm·cs
Enactment involves spontaneity, 1magmat1on. role-play and cxpl()rntlon o!
mind and movement. Drama differs from the standard classroom
environment in purpose and value b} being souolog1cally based
1

Individuals within groups can be interactive in the active process of playbased activity that employs elaboration. (Heathcote. 1971)

It is this elaboration that employs imagination and can be a catalyst m
which the experience of reality is bolder and easier to clarify. The acuvc
'larger-than-life' experience allows a greater understanding and perception
of the environment and the rules, symbols and patterns used to make
meaning in society. The expressing, reflecting and redefining of c,ur social
role examines the human experience.
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1-katltcoLc d1-,cusscs the process of expn.·s:.1011 whrn :.he define:. drama a:.
"Lhc sekt.:uvc exrress1on uf human 1ntcrac11on 1n wh1d1 Loe.le'> ..Jnc.J p..Jtlcrn.,
l1f

bch,1v1our .tre cx.1m111cd" (John<,irn &' O'Neill, IY84.

r

202)

The three comroncnts of dramatic play arc dcsLnbcd by Bolton ( I 992) as
the process of agent. rcup1cnt and rule 'Making n happen,' 1s ,vhat Boltrm
calls the agent to the recipient !t 1s m the process of ·making 1t happen
th:.ll rules are acknowledged and def med m relallonship to what

IL

1s that rs

being created. Bohon acknowledges the sublle balance and lOmplex factors
of participating and perceptions when watching the expenence
·When children are in the make-believe, playing on their own, they are for
the most part using an experimental mode. They have 'C0ntracted· to
make a fiction: they are agents as well as recipients of the ·cxpenencc·

(Bolton, 1993, p.40-41).
Students and teachers engage emotionally and physically m the drama
classroom. The intention to 'make' dramatic play acknowledges a dual
perspective (Bolton. 1992).
Boal (1979) refers to this dual perceptive as metaxis or a heightened
awareness: when one is playmg in an agreed fictitious world m order to
create and be creative.
Bolton (1992) believes that the difference to 'real life' is that in ·real life· the
conscious mind is working at social context but in dramalic playing one 1s
also conscious of the 'effort' it takes to work at the social context.
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fict ll lll :md Bt 1!t on ( I 99 2 I 9Y 1 J bl' Ji eve.., I he . , 1ud c nh

happ1.•ri' by thl'

tl',ll.. her

and l ht· uc,n11m · by Ihe pa rt 1u pant'>

dcn1.1nd a subtle b.da1Ke of the 1..umplex factors nf enact men\. comparison.
expenmcntation and rcOe(UOn referred to as ·soually unical' drama
(ErnngLOn. l 99n

t Rule usage in the drama claasraam

The recognuion of the rules. \·a\ues ,md cultural meanings help 1..:unstruct
new insights into our knowledge (Ernngton. 1992) allowing for the
recognition that society

1s

·not fixed' and ensunng that the language.

hidden agendas and values are not beyond cnl1usm This l111f1.wd· qualii~prm•ides a socially cnllcal framework. and allows new possible alternatl\'l._'s
for teachers usmg drama to create dramatic rneamng.

I

2.2

The outcome-based approach to
education In Western Australia

I Overview
Outcome-based cduc.111011 111 Western Australia began with the review by

the Schools Curriculum Development Procedure and Process

in

WA m

1994. to identify prioriucs in the curriculum. The main recommendation
was the creation of a common curnculum direction that enabled schools to
dc\•elop and adopt curricula to the advantage of their students The
Curriculum Council (WA), developed a new Curriculum Framework

in

1998. The Framework estabi1shed learning outcomes expected from
students from a Foundational Level to Year 12.

• The position of drama within the Outcome

Statements

The Curriculum Framework document has affirmed valuing drama in the

primary schools of Western Australia.
The philosophy of the outcomes for the learning areas in the curriculum
documents are a series of progressive levels (Kissane and Willis,1995) and
based on a developmenlal model of learnin&. Drama is one of the five Arts
learning areas in the Curriculum Framework for Western Australia, along
with music, media, dance and visual arts.

t

Problems wlt:h Outcome St:et:ement:s

a. Dominant culture

Dcvclop!ng local outcomes to suil 1ndiv1duat schools or school drstnc\s
could have been a betler option in Western Australia where the school
population is nearly 370.000 students (Moran, 1999) with disparate
cultural and economic status within those schools. Instead Student
Outcome Statements in Drama for sc.hools \Vere designed from a centralised
metropolitan department that used developmental theories of sornd
development of the individual child in drama (Pascoe, 1997)
The Arts curriculum reflects the beliefs and \'alues of the developmental
stages of personal learning. but Courtney (1982) \varned of problems that
exist when using a developmental approach to age-related stages m drama
as they apply to English-speaking children in industrialised countnes only.
In Western Australia there are over 1050 schools in o\'er 1 million square
miles (Pascoe, 1997) and although 80% are in the metropolitan region these
schools are extremely diverse in local conditions. Pascoe (1997) sites the
issue of inclusivity and aboriginal arts as two areas that were not integral in
the process of developing the outcome statements but were rather an 'add on·
in the project.
Kissane and Willis (1995)defend an outcome-based education, even though
it favours the dominant culture, by suggesting that curriculum, pedagogy.
and assessment of student work should not be uniform.
Darvell (1992) reminds us curriculum, "is a way that teachc1s find purpose
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and cohesion i11 the vast ,irray of possi bil u ies

htH

mu..,t he lk xi ble l' IJ()ugh

lo ,11\ow true comrnumcH ton bet ween sl ude nts and teaclie r<:> and to

ao.:ommodaLe cultural. soda I and political d ifle rence:." ( p.4)
lnsuffidcnt research into primary and the early childhood area

tn

drama rn

cdurntion in Western Australia before the introduction of outcomes, has
implications on the implementation of the curriculum framework Pascoe
(1997) be\ie\'eS the arts in schools reOect the arts in the community as

clearly identinable art forms. This may be the case if Pascoe is referring to
the drama production. but drama in the early childhood education 1s
perhaps more elusive. The emphasis on play 1s not JUSt 1deolog1cal but an
important element involved in de\'eloping the aesthetic and cognitive skills
of young children. The Curriculum Framework accommodates and
encourages the aesthetic process but a curriculum designed to demand
improvement and development rather than emphasising the experience. is
open to criticism. Not surprisingly the Arts community with a history of
liberal humanistic education is sceptical of this changing development
(Pascoe, 1997).

b, Re11pan11l~lllt:y and reporting

The reporting in the Arts, and engagement in drama in primary schools, is
the responsibility of generalist primary and early childhood teachers. How
they do this will vary individually and may provide some disparate
application because of the lack of cohesion in the schools and the teachers
value systems towards drama. The Outcome Statements however have been
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allied wlt h Mnmt onng St.111darcls
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Ed uun I( lll ( MSI:) ,md Pasrnc ( I YlJ7)

suggests that this w!I I test and muni Lor tm prove JJ\Cnt m learning. MSE

1s .i

quamuauvc approach to tc·sting and 1m·dicLably validates devclormcnwl
learning sequences (Pasrne, 1YY?). The two tests developed /or drama, a
process and an analysts test, were both pen and paper tests. The process test
also included viewing a performance m progress. The lileracr of the
students was ,ital in the results, as w.::re the skills of the product
The creating and making for sharing is a formal process that Fox (1987)
noted often leaves teachers and students with negati\'e feelings. Access to
exploring the human experience, values and the acknowledgment of the
social world should not be excluded from a curriculum for young children
by teachers who teach to performance standards. It is important to find
some additional way to validate the process of meaningful encounters in
drama.
By including drama within the Arts in the curriculum it has been provided
with a ligitirnate place however the main challenge in implemention of
drama in the early childhood and primary area will be the lack of teachers
with a specific knowledge in drama, their lack of resources, and the lack of
research examining and acknowledging the social function of drama.
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2.3

t

Creme and play

Drama as a 'nat.urel' activity

The momcm lhat babies start

may

C\'Cll

10

srrnk and develop. the family wallhcs and

plwtograph. film or document their child The d1dd become<,

J

performer and an actor for the world to wmment nn Chtklren are ~oual
actors and Burton (1987. p. l 1 daims that drnm<.1 1s a natural part of a

young child's acti,·ities and docs not need to be taught as 1l 1s an extension

of play that is ongoing from birth The need to 1m1tate. play out and take
pleasure in performing the personal and social existence has always been
an intrinsic part of human nature and the explorauon of the shared
experience of drama in denning and redcftmng what

1l

means tu be human

is an instinctive source of pleasure (Russell Brown. 1995)

t

Drama and play In education

Drama and play made a re-entl)' into education in the middle of the
nineteenth century following Darwin's evollllional)' proclamauons leadmg to
developmental theories (Courtney, 1974) that supported the notion of play
It is Peter Slade (1954) who is recognised as the father of primal)' drama and
his position remains unchallenged (Bowgett, 1996; Courtney, 1982. O'Hara,
1996). SladeS book Child Drama based on empirical obser\'ation, cited by
O'Hara (1996) as a 'holy writ' legilimised child play as an educational
strategy. Play soon became a catch cry for drama in early childhood and the
use of play as a natural way to learn was accepted and encouraged. Bri:111
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Jl)()H wn11e Dcvclop111t·1111h1ou,1.:h /)1t1n1t1, a

developed a system

tll

allow sclf-express1011

in

maJ1U'.->Lripl

Ll1at

chilc.lrcn Tcad1cr'.:> wen:

rnrnuragcd tn use play 111 the classroom and Lo be pan of that pli.1y.
Today lhc progressive 1:arad1grn 111 cducatlun take'.:> for granLec.l the use of

play in primary drama 'The IJrst strand' 111 the The

Arh.

S1udr11! Oulum1c

Sl'1/cmc111s, Outcomes and S1m1chm/s FnmH·wod1. Education Cep.irtmcnl o!
\Vestern Auslralia (1998) under the heading of Communicatmg Arts Ideas.
written specifically for early childhood. is a good example of hO\~
important play is perceived in the early childhood area.
The student values and uses ideas and imaginalion as well as
play and sensory experiences as the basis for making and
sharing arts activilies(p.12).
The rationale for using play in the classroom supports the notiun of
identity and preparing the child for the future.
Play is exploratory. Often, without being clearly aware or the
learning taking place, children are being initiated into the wider
world and developing their identity. (p.12)
In Primary Arts: An Outcomes Approach, Fantasia (1997) play receives
emphatic support as a teaching strategy in drama and the Arts.
Our particular concern is that the playful processes used in the
Arts are too often taken for granted or, worse still, not regarded
as 'real teaching and learning'. We strongly oppose this view,
instead claim that children's experiences in the arts reflect the
most 'natural' way in which children learn.

I

her article 'Rehearsal for Uk' however rna1n1a111s that

Smigiel (l 9lJ3)

111

young st udcnts

111 ust

noL me rely be al lowed

Lo

play

Ill

dram a w,

undcrsL.indmgs a re not ncccssa n Iy dcvdu pcd and that dram a must be
planned

lO

ensure a dramatic focus. In her arucle the purpose of drama 1s

discussed in rcbtion to language de\'elopment and to personal, social and
theatrical ski\! development. Wagner (1998) also agrees that drama must be
anchored solidly in education by making sense of 1nfonnat1on and
experiences through drama.
Smigiel (1993) and Warren (1996) believe that drama is a safe and
appropriate way to transfer power from adults to children and explore the
option of power in education. However teachers who venture into drania.
through play, with an agenda for transferring of power to young children
must first deconstruct the moralny and cultural significance of
this obligation.
Neelands (1992) believes the drama teacher already uses the children's
existing experience as a basis for making drama. The planning of a
dramatic experience and the details are negotiated along the way. The
purpose of drama, Neelands maintains, is to empower the students with
the means to explore the experience and develop their own understanding
of their world.
This notion of child-centred curriculum allows the child's knowledge to
inform the understanding and challenges teachers to help students make
sense of the experience. Booth (1994) believes exploring the human
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narra\i\'" is the search for our own stuncc,

J/1

the :>lortec, ol other<, and help'>

to understand the past so ,1s to look towards the future
Lottich and Wilds t l 965) hold 1hc child o:nlrcd psycholng1utl point of

view in education should not unposc adult standards. The process of Lhildcemredness however has highlighted 1hc immediate LOnLerns of
individuals in cducaiion rather than the more hisLonc goals of soual
objectives (Lottich and Wilds. 1965)
The early childhood area became recognised as an unportant area from
which lo work in a child-centred paradigm as supported by theories m
developmentalism attributed to Lamark. Darn1n & Huxley (Lotlich and

Wilds. 1965).
Since education was a matter of directing and controllmg
growth and development, they believed that there must be
continual observation and experimentation to de1erminc the
psychological principles upon which such an educa1ion process
could securely rest. Since the early stages of the child's progress
were recognised as important factors in determining the course
of his later development, they aimed particularly al a careful
control of the elementary years of the childS schooling

(Lottich & Wilds, 1965, p.300).
The influence of developmental stages to describe approximate behaviour of
the child and to control learning accordingly is foundational to child
centred learning. Cusworth & Simmons (1997) when discussing child
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cent redness

111

a dramallc wmcxt !or lcarmng s!alc, "Child c..cntrcdnc~:. hw.,

never mcanL !'l'Stncung learmng tu what the c..:hild already know'>, lor uni(,..,..,
the teacher promotes rnnrc than Lhc status quo, there seems to be lmlc point
in the lesson (p.12)
Courtney (1982) believes the basis of developmental drama theories first
put forward by Peter Slade firmly puts the onus for learning on the
indhidual student and also has implications for the teacher to truly
understand the nature of personal drama and the ethnological background
of the students.
The facilitator who understands the nature of drama

in

order to enhance

the learning through questions, perceptions. feelings and the beliel system.
provides a framework for the lesson. ln developing this structure the
teacher is still challenged to prO\ide activities to enhance the \'Otce of the
children rather than that of the facilitator and in the early childhood
classroom this may only be possible through uncensored play.

t

Play: Previous research and belief systems

Play is a hallowed concept in early childhood education even though there
are few longitudinal studies on play (Pellegrini & Boyd,1993). Pellegrini &
Boyd can only maintain that play may influence social and cognitive
development. Therefore lhere is the need to invesligate lhe act of play
before claims lhat play and drama can create identity as opposed lo
conforrnily can be ascertained.
Play nevertheless can prove difficult lo research because of the numerous

I

dimensions of play that also 1K1 ur 111 11011-play (Pellegnm ti Bciyd,1993)
Opir ( l l)?l)} bd1e\'es that when rcscard11ng pl.ty III the Lari>' 1hilJli()()(J
selling lhe tll)li<ms of dcvclopmLnt,1l educ;1llon rely heavily on Ihe author\

d1ildhood rcm1n1sccnccs and LhaL the verbal lore o! LhdJrcn

l'.->

often o\'crlookeJ
Definitions and theones as to why duldrcn play can \'ary from an
abundance of surplus energy. rehearsal for adult life. the repet1t1on and
expression of freedom. or a way of framing and lnlerpreung the world. or
simply a transpersonal activity m human de\·elopment (Ellis. 1973 l
Play in early childhood drama education builds on the sorn1l 1hcones of
children defining identity and rehearsing for adulthood.
Play involves physical and mental activity for di\'ers1on.
amusement and growth. Play is a natural way of trying out life
and discovering her or his world Uames and Jongeward,
1977, p.164).

Investigating play as a drama educator with the affiiction of gazing on
childS play as an inferior developmental model of the 'mature' theatrical
adult will have ramifications. Investigatmg the complex construction of
play by young children in relationship to others may transfonn the
romantic and inappropriate models of drama in education.
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t

Play: Clspelllng the romantic model

The l'arly childhoud area of drama can become locked

mlo the paradigm of

·romantic naivety' where young children arc unaware ·of the learning taking
place· (Fantasia, 1998) and who arc only developing an 1dcnL1ty. The amKL1on
of viewing play na1n·ly m the early childhood area may be o\·ercomc 1f the
complex and highly senous business of play is mvesugated
thro·Jgh drama.
Ellis (1973) and Weininger (1985) noted that children m their early
childhood years at approximately the age of five do not oflen ftt the models of
described play and that play is at its most complex form around this age. This
also coincides with the most major period al cognitive, hnguistic and social
advances in children (Weininger, 198 5).

t Play: The role of Imaginative and Informal play

Piaget (1952) observed two categories of play; fantasy and imitative play. both
of which made use of imagination. Piaget considered that cognitive
development was closely linked to play and without social interaction among
peers, children can construct neither their logic nor their social or moral values.
Isenberg andjalongs (1991) maintain that informal play is the earliest and
most spontaneous form or drama and includes socio~dramatic play and
dramatic play and is most complex.
Drama is a serious business for younger sLUdents (Slade 19 54, Courtney
1982) and an ethnomethodology dialogue from the young child is significant

in dispelling the romantic notion of play.

I

2.4 Drama and ritual theory
• The nature of drama and the Impact of ritual
theory

t)'F arrc 1t. ti 1)1)4) brl ll'\'CS

considered

111

II

1s rsscntial t ha! nt ua 1· b.1scd t hconc'-> '>hou Id be

d1scuss1on ;1bout the st ruc.:t ure and funll 1on of drama, to

clarify the purpose and nature of drama

111

cdurntion.

RKhard Southern {l 964) de sen bes drama-as opposed to theatre-as the
thing done. not the manner of the doing. Theatre is the au or the
affectat1011 but the drama 1s the embodiment of the doing. not 1he making
Whereas theatre is a reacti\·e an (Southern. 1964). drama 1s a proacll \'C an.
taking the early form of a tribal assembly. to commun1eate a shared
experience in the ritual form of dramauc expression. The ways sociodramatic play. creative drama. improvisation and role-play create meanmg
are in accordance with the origin of dramatic primitive ntc and have their
roots in ritual (Courtney, 1982).
d'Aquili & Newberg (1999) define riLUal as a practice of a group that helps
to bring members of that group into a sense of cooperative unity. Ritual
expresses the social construct through the symbolic use of movement and
gesture in order to articulate meaning. Barnes (1990) believes that ritual is to
make the perceived reality work for people and to make the reality more real.
The everyday rituals of the classroom or the school environment are lhe
symbolic representation of actions and beliefs lhe school and society uses to
organise the system. The drama classroom is a ceremony that is dramatic by
nature. The ritual in the drama class gives pem1ission for experience and
~39

l'ecl I ngs
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he a bsnrhcd hy I he I mli v1 d ua I or l he t olln 11 ve The

of the rn ual may be deeply lmkkn (Southern. I964) but I he
crcau,·c force lha1

.1t:1 s

e X:tt 1 11,11 u fl'

"}'Ill bol it

on the u1Konse1ous though ls ol the group hrl p'.'i ueatc

1hc social order and morals of a LtHllmu111ty plus

It

lws the power

to

transform the md1\'1dual (Streng. 1976. pJ\6)

t Orama as ritual

Ritual is dramauc in acl!ons and perfonnam.:c and

1n

1hc 1m1tat1on of

creating fiction (Courtney. 1982). The creaung of dramauc f Kt1on therefore
through symbolic enactment has the mtent of also determ1mng and
developing ritual in the drama classroom.
The symbolic nature of drama reflects elements such as enactment used 1n
ritual. The use of ceremony in ritual and drama 1s functional

111

mtegratmg an

experience for me collective. A social fom1 of expression 1s inherent when h,·mg
in a socially structured reality as both rituals and drama become the models f0r
integrating experiences.
The structures and phases of ritual can be obsen·ed in the drama classroom
in the warm up (phase one), the content in the middle of the lesson (phase
two) and the conclusion (phase three). Linking drama and ritual can
explore the notion of identity, social order and culture.
Turner noted the relationship of ritual and in the liminality in religion and
ritual in the liminoid of the secular society Turner ( 1969) identified three
phases in ritual. The initial phase of separation from ones own identity to a
levelling process allows one to be part of the group. The second stage is the
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lmunal phase where I he poten11al to c.xplort·. L fl'ate and ex pre~..., IIm 11 le.,...,
creatl\'11 y 1s dram.me m

n.11 ure

Tilt' t lmd :-!age 1s l he n:aggreg.111on pha:-c

whcrt· t rJnsformal 1011 and dun?,l' ol I hl' m<l 1v1d u,il

L.111 ,1urw.:

t Ritual and play

f ,Ktor ll 988) conf1 rms the rclauonsh1 p of drama and nt ual by ma1 ntam Ing

that \\'hen i:hddren arc cng,1ged m play they enter a temporary
indispens;1ble scp~1rauon from the material world This state allow;;; the
child to enter the interior world of feeling. thought and dream Factor
contends during a child's play

It

is possible to test and protest. to explore

and experiment symbolically and that a state of change occurs.
Winnicou {1971, p. 60) defines children ·s play as "a rest mg place for the
individual engaged m the perpetual human task of keeping mncr .ind outer
reality separate yet interrelated ...
McLaren (1993) builds on Paulos Freires Pcdagog_v of the Opprcs)cd ( 197lll
by drawing on critical sociology. symbolic anthropology, rnual and
performance studies to investigate the ethos of play in contrast to ·work'
in schools.
An analysis of schooling from the dual perspecuves of ritual and
perfonnance suggests importanl explanalions for a wider range
of patterned behaviour and trJnsactions that exist inside tl1e
urban school (Mclaren, 1993, pg. 5).
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It is I h 1s pallerned bl'lwviuur that ct hnurncl hodolngy al I l'tl! ph ! () u 11u ,vcr,
Lhmugh

the collect 1\'l' cxpt>rtl'ncc of" d ra111a. Pr.tu H1onc rs who n.'logn i sr:

this 'colle<:ll\'e dimension· ( Moore & M>1crhoff, I9 77) become a ware Llrnt
social nt 11al in d mma reinforces the be Iid sys Lem and the socwl isat ion of
the md1vid uat within the cult urc.

I

2. 5
t

Orama and culture

Overview

The culture as a body of belief w1ll 1mpac1 upon this research bec.tuse 1he
rules and roles adoptrcl Lhrough cultural factors such as langwtgc,
in'. •m,visation, com prchcnsion, social fam i Iwrit y, humour and play within
the dram,;. classroom by the participants will be engaged.
Culture as a belief system is a transmitted process. Communication
through interactir>ri allows the transmission of knowledge about culture.
Education establishes and maintains a communication process. To exercise
power and control over this process is to influence the cultural system.
Cultural systems meet the needs of the participants in many areas such as
belief. habits. customs, rules and order. Individuals become members of a
system that works for the survival of that particular group of people. Stur ~nls
as learners are engaged in investigating first their informed idea about society
and then secondly the diversity of a more detached global viewpotnl

t Addressing social change

Johnson (1992, p. 9) believes "that drama is vital to address social justice
issues, to break down prejudice, intolerance and hatred". The drama lesson
with the emphasis on play and social interaction is an important place to
discuss social issues.
Individual construct will vary according to the needs, learning styles and
member's reality. Personal, political, social and cultural understandings arc
explored during group~work in drama.

I

The drama class <illcrs an iueal environment in wh1d1 tu dl'velop an

uncle rsLand ing about role, the individual and ltlle racllon 111 the process of
socialisation. Drama as a process

or enaclmcnt and

the rcflcuion uf 1hc

cxpcricm:e on social issues is what Errington calls 'socially rnllcal drnnrn·
(Errington, 1992, p.42).
A socially critical drama migh1 provide an ideal vehicle for the

experimenting with alternative constructions of society. Teachers
using drama in !his \vay have a s\rategic role to play in ncaLing
new possibilities (Erringlon, 1992, p .4 5).
The recognition of what may be happening in the drama class and the
power of philosophical thought in drama allow recognition that souety

1s

not 'fixed' and that pluralism is to be celebrated (Chalmers. 1996). The
investigation of how knowledge is shared by the students and teacher

is

critical Errington believes m aiding understanding for change. (Errington.
1992).

Students recognise their own views and understandings through the
elaboration or the ritual of drama and renection on this process. Enhancing

the voice of the child during their transition into school is important
because it allows students to move from a position of mere supervision to
one in which they create a structure within lhe system thnt allows freedom
to meet their particular needs. It is the role of the educator to assist in this
development and drama may be an ideal strategy to allow for a more
inclusive curriculum in the early childhood area. Dnmrn

111.l)'

noL be ,1blc to

--j••

cu re all l he i Ils of Llie wtirlcl bu l ts ideally pla(ed in l hr: curriwl uni for
examining some of the issues around problems

LhaL

beset schools. Sci l(Jols

need to be places for living not j usL for [earmng (Ashton-Warner, 198 5)
and practitioners of drama and arl must help sLUdents to bernrne
aesthetically aware of culture past and present (Haynes, 2000). Peter S!ade
asks the question ··can we real\> make every one equal? Of course we can't.
\Ye can onl) give equal opportumty'' (Slade, nd. p. 18).
The opportunities that drama can evoke for an inclusive curriculum
come from developing experiences that exist outside the child's own
cultural construct.
By questioning their experiences, and those of the teacher.

students develop their own personal, informed theory about
society, as well as an awareness of the subtle relationships
between power and knowledge (Errington, 1992. p.49).
The drama class may be a safe place for cultural exchange but the role

lO

facilitate this lies with the individual practitioner.

• Renegotiating the status qua

Drama is a subject that involves sharing and interaction in a social!}' critical paradigm (Errington, 1992) where students are encouraged to
recognise and value their own political. cultural and social meanings in
drama work can construct new insights into our knowledge through the
reflection process.
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!n dram a group work \\'l' rnn

co11sl rull 1ww le xb.

or bl Ul' prmt..,

for our lt,·es, by wcav1 ng nl'w Ins1ghl"i 1111 o our \veb nl per..,unal
rnnst ruct s (A rnnltl, J IJY L p 12)

Drama uses ski 11s and prov1<.IL's

L' h'.tlll'llls

m ordc r I h,H u1ild ren ex press anti be

objeclivc about their socio-cull mes anti 1s therefore an ideal teach Ing matcgy
to address the inclusi\'c curnculurn Recog111smg d1\Tr51ty and ..:elebratmg the
differences that occur tn drama

1s

cnt1cal to the nr:111011 of working together.

and wilt also reflect the needs of the md1\·1dw1 l wi l hrn the class Drama
education can be an empowenng and apprnpnate medium for marginalised
groups \\ithin our communn;,·
However students who cannot improvise m the language ol the dominant
culture are put at a disadvantage m a community as language

1s

power

(Nacmanovitch, 1990)
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2. 6
,

Orama and the facilitator

Hlstorlcally locating the facilitator In drama

Pembcrton-Billmg and Clegg in 1965 suited "that child rm arc naturally
conscious of the need to invent". And "a drama teacher's Job is to discipline
and direct the child's play into channels where they make worthwhile
decisions and disco\'. ries" These sorts of statements by drama educators
the past that play must be shaped into work by the authoritarian teacher
who imposes reality and moral judgments about the nalUrc of play. have
done little to enhance drama to schools.
It is however importam to acknowledge the past and what Cockelt

(Somers,1996) calls 'charismatic drama practitioners' who interpreted and
preached the content of drama in schools and did much to leg1um1se
drama. The charismatic notion of practitioners is echoed by Jo:;ce
Wilkinson ( 1996 ) who questions the role of the rersona! ities that have
dominated the field by stating:
How can we critically examine the various methodologies that
have emerged, comparing and contrasting their outcomes,
analysed collaboratively the content and structure cf each fonn,
exclusive to our reactions to the personalities associated with
them? (Wilkinson 1996, p. 30)
This idea that drama teachers use methods of teaching preferred by Dnc
theorist and embracing all lhe assumptions and biases that practitioners
represent is unlikely but it is one reason why it is timely to focus on the

111

funclanwntal issues of the mnurc of drama nm! assumptions ol 1111craLL1on
Wilkinson (l 9LJ6) pmtlls out that drama tlm,nsLs !tkc Slack antl l !ca1hcolc
<lrl'

prnctilloncrs who lt1\1c n:vcrscd the notion Lhat good pracl1cc

Is

thcory-

dri,'en. This acknowledges that drama practH1oners have huih a soual
context with mutually agreed rules that arc 1nnucnccd hy theories but more
likely derived from shared educat10nal practices or aestheuc 1deolog1cs.
Locating an historical perspecti\'e on drama theorists and the manner by
which their thrnries ha\'e emerged in relationship to the young child
experiencing drama in education may be worthwhile but perhaps 1t is more
critical to the practice of drama to discuss the everyday rules that arc the
interactive vehicle for communication.

t The currant role of the drama teacher/facilitator

The drama teacher has a role in the social setting of the classroom as an
integral part of the culture of the school and has a facilitator position
within that community.
The school environment is central in providing a daily meeting place and
forum for both the children and the wider communily needs.
Discovering the needs, wants and addressing problems within the
communities is essential as the school is a public meeting place where
children, teachers and parents gather. Southern ( 1962) tells us the
gathering place will be the carrier wave on which communication and thl'
group psychology will be renected.
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Ba rkcr (I LJ82) proposes t ha! drama ll'achc rs !au II tatc I he

sl udc111 ·.., sc ll-

conccpt by thl' ere at ion of a dass c nvi ronmcm I hat cssl' nl wl Iy Jcve lops Lhc
st uclcn1s· own sc! f-1 magcs.
The success ror participants in drama depends on the 1eachcr and the
strategics and techniques the teacher provides What is essenllal is to allow
the prrn.:ess to unfold exploring lll'W possibil111es: the teacher's art 1s to
wnnect the lh'ing bodies of the students with the living body of the
knowledge (Nachmanovitch, 1990. p.20) Teachers attending to the
children's rituals of enactment and trusting in the process of self-lcarnmg
(Ross, 1996) are teachers free to the questionmg of perceptions of group
dynamics and open to discovery of new possibi!iues.
Yet it requires a facilitator to be commiued to this process and a level of
interaction with the community that goes beyond the normal classroom
practice of a controlled and formal setting. When planning and designmg
the curriculum Heathcote warns of the inertia a group mar generate to
begin with and of the difficulty of group decision making. (Heathcote.
1971), but by understanding the rules of negotiation and collaboration,

interaction is rewarding.

t Taking the challenge to allow the process

Drama is a subject that even experienced teachers may find difficuh to teach
and yet they may not have the same apprehension regarding other sub_1ccts.
As a primary drama specialist for the past ten years in both Perth ,md rural
Western Australia, I have had contact with many teachers in schools who

I

arc seeking ways uf addrl'sstng Lhc challenge ol 1cach1ng Jra111a Durmg my
cxpcril'ncl' working

111

primary schools I have noted a fear by many

teachers and hcsn:mcy in tackling drama even when Lhe curriculum
framework requires it. Exposing !he children to snuauons where they arc
'acting a fool' or getting 'hyped up' 1s an issue many teachers have
expressed as a concern about teachmg drama. Several primary teachers
have told me they feel insecure teaching drama and \vould rather nol tackle
drama because they don't have the confidence

Lo

funcllon within the

dramatic situation and feel they don't like the idea of children ·running
riot'.

A teacher who likes to be in control may feel threatened by the extent to
which drama allows freedom of expression and the \vay in which

It

1s

different from other subjects to teach. It is important that a teacher feels
secure when teaching drama activities and a teacher who prefers to be 1n
control may feel that drama is a difficult subject to teach (Bolton. 1993).
Neelands believes that many teachers still remain unsure about drama and
what is involved in teachlng drama "and that a teacher's decision to adopt
drama into their programme depends on the teacher's own value system"
(Neelands, 1992, p.9}.

The effective application of the curriculum will be determined by a
teacher's reflection upon one's own experiences, beliefs and self-image
The teacher's beliefs about self and about the students become
evident in his or her classroom communicallon and behaviour
(B,rker, 1982, p.160).
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The viwl role that drama pla}'S

111

the arts curriculum m the prou:ss of

enhancmg the md1v1du:1I vmce and developing self rnnccpl within a soual

selling may be disadvantaged however, by the teacher that is
unprofessional in their own agenda by the need

to

control the experience

(Ross. l 996,
.. The facilitator must be alert. sensHi\'e, kno\'.rledgeable and insightful"
(Thompson. 1978. p.19). The need to test ones own values and hidden
agendas as a teacher 1s important but often over-looked as a comnbutor to
classroom d)1rnmics (Ashman & Conway 1993, p. 29). The teachers·
judgments about the work done in a drama class will often reflect the
teachers' manipulation and not "the pupils' expressive impulse" (Ross,
1996). The sensitivity

lO

leave the players alone to explore the experience

allows the teacher to remain in a witnessing and neutral cultural stance.
The discipline for a teacher is to accept the present condition of
the group as revealed by their work and later groups must forge
their own truths for them themselves. (Ashman & Conway,
1993, p.114)

I

CHAPTER THREE:
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

.-------------------

---·-

Tl1erc is a time to just do anyt.'ting, to experime111 without f car of
consequences, to have a play space safe from f car of criticism, so
that we can bring out our unconscious material wirlwut
censoring it first.
(Nachmanovitch, 1990, p. 69)

I

,

Complexity In finding a research methodology
far drama

Fmding a n.'sc,1n.:h methodology to ,·1ew the drama landscape and cxplam
the t:omplcxily of a snuatiun in the early childhood classroom 1s d1ff1cult
lmcr,Ktion

w11 h child rcn GIil

lead to Lhe phenomena of ch ii d re n

disappearing in Lhe research and the sociologists writing an 'abstrall gloss·
(Turner, 1974).
Research of children from an adult perception ignores the intcracuona!
nature of the adult-child relationship. The child's reality and distoruon by
the perception of the researcher makes drama in the early childhood a
shifting and precarious area for the researcher. Any attempt to \'Jew or hold
a definitive reality of the young child's world will often say more about the
researcher than the subject.
Ethnomethodology as a research method restores a discourse between the
adult and child based on the rule usage of common language, how people
display meaning to the word and the reflexive articulation of the situation.
The child perception, and interpretation of the changing culture are what
Mackay (1974) believes make children the competent interpreters of their
social world. Mackay warns the study of adult-child interaction can
become the study of cultural assimilation, and therefore a study into the
interpretive basis of intersubjectivity.
If there is a possibility of achieving a naturalistic observation when working
with children, it must provide details of the soci2.I interaction between the
adult facilitator/ researcher and must declare biases.
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The language of new texts <.:rcated by research 1n Drama 111 EduuH1on arl'

the systcmausa11011s uf 1hc researcher's rnnstrut1 and rclkx1vc knowlrc.lge
l~.\chan & Wood l lJ75).
(re.Hing this construct and explonng language Lcntral to the research
~kKenna (1994) demands the researcher mterrogate and mvest1gatc

personal assumptions and behefs.
Current drama research encourages this reflective stance and Ernngton
(1992) and Orton (l 994) see the p01enual of 'Acuon Research· Lo change the

practices of those involved. Bailin (1996) argues for an analyucal
philosophical model of inquiry to explore sound pracl\ce for
drama education.
Fox and Holmes (1996) however call for acknowledgmem of an edecuc
methodological approach to research and utilise the methodology of
teaching that they feel is often denied. The teaching methodology m1gh1
highlight concerns and admit alternative drama practice by the pracuuoner/
researcher. An example of this is given by Taylor (1996) when he considers
the reflective practitioner paradigm.
Taylor's 1991 research in a New York elementary school focused on the
question "What makes drama so unique?" (Taylor.1996). To allow the
stories of students to emerge Taylor utilised role-play. However this
required a methodology that could effectively record the process from
multiple perspectives. Tay! or designed a re nccli ve in tc n·e nt ion ist l cc hniquc
in collaboration with a social studies teacher. Taylor, acting as

.1

mcmor

I

1ra nsc n bed Im l' n·1t·ws. l ll l\l 11g al III s arn.l ~a ms

paruu p.uns.

n:necl mg on

In r ho1 h I he rl''>t',m hr r .ind

Irust rauons Tl11~ rc~ra rd 1 111d udcs

ms1 gh t:,; tl f I he rt'St':J re ha. n Hl':-t: ,I re he rs

a nc.l l he

'ii udc 111"

not 011 Iy I he

bu I also not cs on

lus own 1cad1e r llltl'rwm ttms In tlus sl ucly T.lylor wa~ both I he fau I1tal or

.111d co-pa rt 1n p:111 t
Taylor O996) bche\'cs that t lus rcnei.:llYc prai.:t1<..e puts teac.hc rs and
researchers back m touch w1th their 'streams of rnnsuuusness· The

researchers respons1b1ht}'. T;1ylor da1ms. 1s to produce a narrauw style that
describes and links common themes. mstghts and issues

I Empirical domination

Selecting a methodo\og}' for research has not always been so enlivening
with an empirical standard model of quamitativc studies chmcally
measuring and pursuing the 'truth' in education research
Timms's (1992) research exploring the impact of dramatic impro\'lsauon
strategies on the oral comprehension skills of children from a low socioeconomic background emplo)'ed a quasi experimental design thal engaged
both qualilali ve and quantitative methods. Utilising what B1umer (19 S6)
referred to as 'variable analysis' and obscrvalion, Timms1; study set out to
discover if drama has an impact on language skills and as predicted
concludes that it does. The use of a blend or qualitative and quantitati\'c
methods may have been an appropriate methodology for the de\'cloping
discourse at the time of her study where universities demanded

.1

rigorous

intellectual framework to discover the 'truth'.
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The use nf t'thnomcllwJology. as a mcthoJ to rcscarLh luundatmn mallcr'>.
does not rcse mb Ic th c t rnd ll 1ona IJy und c rst ood st ud >' m suu a I su c11L c

{Button. l 99 l) _

t Ethnomethodology as an appropriate
research method

Ethnomethodology is a more appropriate method

to

illuminate the

everyday rules of the social situation of the drama class. The examinauon
of socially structured realities investigates the system that takes for granted
knowledge. Through the discourse \vithin the setting of drama in the early
childhood area, the respecification of the foundation concerns are under
investigation.

t

Introduction ta ethnomethodology

Ethnomethodology as a methodology rejects previous work in the area of
study and while arriving at no final conclusion welcomes ambiguities of
the individual human experience.
Every judgment is situational absolute, based on the realisation
that some later determinations may change the certainty of the
here and now (Mehan & Wood, 1975 p. 75).
The use of a methodology in educational research does not subscribe to the
idea that a truth exists nor does it atlempts to offer a new theory, but it
brings about awareness of the complexity. the historical position and the
fragility of the system (L1ther, 1991). Ethnomethodology is an attempt

to

I

111,tkes sense or the prncuces uf everyday 'lived' cxpcncnu.: and the
community'.s soci,1lty acceptable behaviour. Etlrnurncthodology highlights
the knowledge and practices that rmmhcrs of the comrnLillll}' engage lo
organise social situations and provide~ an understanding of Interaction
behaviour. It illuminates the cumplex, sublle and pulsating nalUre of
human concerns.
Ethnomethodology is principally auributed to Garfinkel (1967) whose
publication 'Stud!t's in Ell111omc//10dology' was an allempt Lo re-organise a
structural-functionalism socla! theory of interaction proposed by the
American sociologist Talcott Parsons (Button, 1991) and Schutz's theories
in structural and semiotic approaches (Van Manen, 1990).

,

Ethnomethodology

Sociology and phenomenology were both considered precursors to
ethnomethodology; the fonner questions the practices, rules and rituals of
a community of people (Van Manen, 1990).
Sharrock and Anderson (1986) believe it is importam to understand
ethnomethodology's background and how it is different from
phenomenology. Phenomenology. they maintain, is the study of the unique
experiences, personal stories and interpretations to gain knowledge·,
ethnomethodology is the study of broader foundational issues of
experiences brought to the surface by documenting the ruin for
demonstrating consistency, compatibility and coherence of meaning.
Ethnomethodology, like any study into educational theory is an inquiry

I

11 ilo

the l henry or sllcial system-;

,11 id

Garfi 11 kcl ( I 96 /}

ac knc iwledge<; t I1al

ethnomethodology 1s a systematic approach, but that it ddkrs lrnrn other

mclhodology by allcmpling lO understand how social aclUrs make sense of
the practices of everyday 'lived' experience and what rules are used by the
community Lo impose socially acceptable behaviour (Patton, 1990:
Van tv1anen. 1990).
Qualitative and quamitative methodologies. which view the system from
other than that of rule usage. may not unco\·er the foundational issues at
stake. Benson and Hughes (1991) suggest that one reason for this
obscuring of the main issues could be the need to justify the methodology.
They state:
... serious methodological discussion has become obscured by
the need to attack, defend or otherwise justify general stances.
rather than trying to deal with the problem of securing adequate
empirical reference [for our studies] (p.110).

I

The role cf discourse in ethnomethodclagy

Ethnomethodology is a method of investigating the social construct
through discourse therefore its paradigm is semiotics and mate1ial is
investigated for verbal interaction and dialogue and not from a vtewpoinl
of static organised practice (Garfi nke I, 196 7).
Garfinkel (1967) argues that as social actors we arc constrained b}' the
social facts we must 'accomplish' and ethnomethodology studies the
methods of constraints that are used to achieve such accomplishments.

I

The duldrcn's soC1al renltty in which we place thrm in during

,1

drama class

will be rcllcctl'd in the language and l he soua I i ntcrnu ion they cons\ ruct to

make srnsc of thc1 r cxpcncncc.

t

Beyond discourse

This study is not limned to the verbal action only but takes into
consideration the interact ion anal ys1s in the dram a classroom as
experienced by the participants as commonsense thinking of the 'reality'
through communication (language and gesture).
Sharrock and Anderson (1986) recognised three primary maxims in
ethnomethodology set out below.

A researcher employing ethnomethodology will:

1.

treat activities as reflexive I}' accountable.

2.

treat settings as self-organising and common sense
as an occasioned corpus of knowledge.

3.

treat social actors as inquirers into those sellings
and accounts.

Ethnomethodology impacts on other social sciences by inquiring into the
problems that originate in the theory of human sciences such as
philosophy, psycho! ogy, history and social ogy (Button, 1991) by
fundamentally seeking to discover the properlies and order that members
use to conduct social context (Mehan & Wood, 1975).
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It

is

GIil

the rcscarchc r's he lief that cLhnorncl lrndolugy

JS

a n:<,ca n._ I1 me1 I10J t Iw1

creale an awareness nf the complex rn11sH.lrra11ons tlwt arc deeply

entangled, socially and culturally, in the drama classroom. D1srnvcnng lhc
drama rnlcs lirnt young children use \vhcn first encountering a drama class
wi!I nid m underslandmg of the emerging role of the teacher and

students alike.
This discourse provides an understanding of the orgamsat1onal cultural
practices in schools and is important to drama practice in the early
childhood area where limited research informs what is the perception of
the situation.

t Analysis techniques of ethnomethodology,

Investigation is of the utmost importance in ethnomethodology and the
researcher requires trustworthiness as a major criterion. m order 10 unco\'er
embedded assumptions.
The credibility of a study using ethnomethodology comes from persistent
observation, and the use of rigorous agreement among cultural colleagues
(Garfinkel, 1967).
Gubrium (1988) whilst acknowledging the subjective nature in the
methods employed to look at rule·Usage and the layering of the analytical
form of ethnomethodology, nevertheless believes that philosophical
engagement is welcome in the ongoing search for theoretical improvement
in education practice.

~BO

I

The observation, theorisation, and reOcxivny b1111gs a mul1i-laycrcc.J
pcrspeCiiH' to bear on dr.una in Lhe early chtldhooc.l area.

Elhnumethodology as a method for drama research docs

not

rely on

axioms but seeks Lo understand the pracucal action m the drama room.
The notion of truth in human expencnce exists only lemporarily- bound

by time, history. culture and soCJety, and rs subject Lo much preJudice.
It would be remiss and mlsleadmg to describe the assumptions of human
experience without defining the anomalies and to acknowledge 1hat social
interaction is changing.

t Breaching experiments within ethnomethdology

Garfinkel (1967) used what he called 'breaching experiments' to construCL
the common perspective of the members; the taken for granted rule-use
and activities that members employ unconsciously by a randum act that
disrupts the common rule-use.
The use of 'breaching experiments' is important to bring the acllons of the
class to the surface in order to make visible the effort that It takes to reach

a common understanding and the reason behind social order.
(Garfinkel, 1967).
Using the technique well known in drama as ' teacher-in-role·, the
understanding or ficlion and enactmenl is investigated. The children may
not have experienced this situation before and focusing on this experience
illuminates the class members' perspectives or finding a common approach
to an unusual situation.
~81

t

Procedure for collecting data

The research was recorded by the use of vicleo-Lapi ng,

lo

capture Lhe

all usi\·c and somct imcs subtle nature of chi Id rl'n 's 1ntcralllons.
DocumcnLal ion, ca pt u nng of the set ung and sou al ad inns occurred and
the researcher made an .malysis nf the lessons. Ethnomethodolog1sts use
video and tapr recNders to study conversation and allow the detailed
analysis of the intonation, pause. and nuances in the relationship of the
panicipams. In tins research the video-taping was open\ y revealed and
initial infringements by the children \Vere expected. Some reactions were
recognised as children acknowledged the camera but as the lessons
progressed the reactions diminished and disso!Yed.
Data is collected and coded to produce a description of participants·
processes to achieve social order and ascendancy. Coding is read as a
'grammar of rhetoric' (Garfinkel, 1974). Detail to accuracy. clarity and
distinctness is necessary in order to question presupposed
organisational practices.
The coder therefore will eventually assume an authority to make sen~e of
the system for the reader.

I

t

Transcription notations used for this research

Symbol

Meaning

(.)

A dot

In

parent hcscs marks a m1cropau'>c (1. c_. lc<,s l han

one-tenth
(1)

or a second

Parcmhcscs .iround a nurnber on a line or between lme:;
indicates in seconds the pause

((Cough))

Items in double parentheses provide charactcrisauons of
evems not fully transcribed.

(

Open brackets indicate the onset of simultaneous talk
between utte ranees.

)

Closed brackets indicate the ending of simultaneous ~alk
between utterances.

,.,..

Punctuation marks indicate intonation contours. They do
not indicate grammatical status, such as a question.
A comma indicates upward intonation at the end of
a word.

?

A question mark indicates upward intonation on a
whole word.
A full stop indicates a downward intonation at the end
or over the course of a word.

Word

Underlining indicates emphasis.
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Symbol

Meaning

WORD

C1 pna!s 111J1catcs cspcc1ally Ioud sounds rdaL1vc: 1o the

surround 1ng Lalk
Colons niark the pro!ongauon ul the preceding sound

.h

The Jetter h preceded by

;i

penod indicates as pirauons

lll

the course of a \Vord, commonly laughter.

h

Without a full stop h indicates outbreath.

names

For obvious reasons the names have been changed in the
text but the names of the speakers reOect the gender of
the original child.

I

The abbreviation of Tis used for the teacher/ researcher

CT

The abbreviation of CT is for the class teacher

The notation conventions employed are taken from a set of convenuons
designed by Gail Jefferson and are noted in Watson & Seiler ( 1992).

t The setting far the design

The co-participants in this research focus were children in Pre-primary and
Year One in a Perth metropolitan primary school.
The primary school was chosen as it was not homogeneous having
students of mixed socio-economic status who were rich in
cultural diversity.
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I

The

1ntl'lllllm

was

lo

de riw sam pies devoid of speu fie bias

The parucipants were students of Pre-primary and Year One classes and

they experienced a series of drn111a lessons.
To sausfy the research questions without cxplrcn bias these students had

limited previous drama in edurnuon experience. The students in Preprimary had been at the Pre-pnmary school six months and both groups
had never had a specific drama education lesson before the research.

,

Ethical conslderaticns

The teachers of the classes, the students ,md the parents and/or guardians
of all the children were all notified and provided with information on the
study. An option was incorporated to allow the withdrawal of children
from the drama lessons if parents and guardians desired. Howe\'er none
took the option and all students participated. Parents. studems and
teachers involved were given an opportunity to ask any questi ms about
the research.
Information for the parents or guardians stated the purpose of the research
and was sent to all co·partidpants' homes.
The Principal of the primary school and students were all informed of the
researcher's role and the design and purpose of the research.
The students were not subject to coercion, prejudice or penalty at an}' lime
during the research and all individuals had the right lo self-determination
and free choice.

I

Al! data was treated m a non-Judgmental manner n:cogn1smg and valumg
the uniqueness

or the individual voice. The v1de0Lapes were observed and

locked away m a safe place for five ycMs. -1-he viewing of tapes was
confined to the researcher and a 'cull ured colleague' (Ga rfm kel, l 96 7) and
under no circumstance were the videotapes shown to other
interested parties.
Confidentiatny was assured and the use of pseudonyms employed when
writing up the data. Prior to data-collecting the proposal was revie\\.·ed by
the appropriate ethical review committee and this thesis coma1ns no
identifiable information about the teachers, students or the
school involved.
The unique philosophical commitment to ethnomethodology and the
complexities in the structure of social reality provides data interpretation of
a reflexive reality that articulates a critical view of the e\"idence beneficial to
the drama curriculum.
The use of observation by video provided a multidimensional spectrum of
data and allowed the actions to be viewed many time. This would not have
been possible in real time, so the data was able to be analysed in a more
intense and complex manner. As a result, the study was more detailed and
the data collected was more accurate and meaningful.
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Chapter Four:
The Study of Drama In

Early Chlldhccd

Wl1ere the wild harebell grows to a blue cave and the climbing

ant is a monster of green liglit the child clings

fO

his

grassblade. The mountain range lies lilie a pillow for his head
at night, the 1110011 swings from the ceiling. The wave that
timeless moves through time, imperisltably bright.
Judith Wright,1994, p36
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4. 1 The reflexivity on the drama class

In

;\II y

lessnn 1hL·re ts I he entry and l he t: xH pom l a ncl t ht: 1me rrw I '>I rud un·

(Ps~lllrns. 1992) These three phases will he d1sUb'>cd
As stated m Lhe secunn

lltl

the design

lJl

mun: detail Jatc:r

or Ll115 topK. two dasscs were Lho~en

and three lessons we re taught to cac h cl ass by Lhc research cr/ pme 11 LI oner 1n
Lhe lessons for the Pre-pnmary sLUdents the space used was the Pre-primary
classroom. The Year One sLUdents went 10 the library which pr0\1ded a
preferable. larger space to conduct the drama class.
The length of the sequence of the three phases was half an hour for the preprimaiy students and fony-five minutes each lesson for the Year One s1.udents.
In all of the cases analysed here, the entry point was marked by the
introduction with the students sitting in a circle and being greeted by the
research/ practitioner and welcoming them to another session of drama
The exit or closure was either when the researcher left the space or the
children exited.

I

Phase 1

The first pha~c ,:-.f rhc lesson usually consisted of warm-up games lasting
about 5 to 10 minutes. The warm up games were chosen to release energy,
enhance physical coordination, and wann the body up. Two examples of
these games are given below from the second lesson in the Year One class.
These games relate and build onto the topic from the previous lesson on
dragons.
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Game one: Dragon cooperation tag,

The children Join tngcthcr to form a cham that rcprc'.'>enb a
dragon by holding on to each other around the waist. T,vo or
more dragons are formed.
The last person of each dragon lmc has a scarf LLKked into
the waist-band of their tn\Ck-pants. The dmgons have

Lo

grab the other dragon's tail while guarding their own tail

Game two: Dragon to guard treasure.

This is a game where one child as the dragon, stands wnh
their back to the remaining class. The children sneak up and
if they are spotted moving by the dragon as it turns around
they have to go back to the starting point.

• Phase two
The second phase or the internal structure in drama develops the theme
and the direction of the drama: the majority of learning takes place in this
phase. It is in this section that rule-usage and the ways of negoliating in
the classroom become most apparent. This section took up the majority of
time and lasted 20 to 30 minutes depending on the class.

• Phase three
Reflection on the drama through discussion was critical in this phase to
assist the researcher/practitioner in assessing learning and discovering the
common assumptions of the situation. Obtaining insight into the
understanding of the child's play by the children reporting was critical to
the research.

I

t Teacher Participation
Chissron111
hnWL'\'l'f

te,1dwrs were eni.:ouraged

Lo

ju1 n

Jtl

and be co-parl iu pant~

lmt h teachers 1111erac1cd with n11111mal parl!u p,tLion In ! he lc:i:ion'.i

The pre -prinMf)' i.:lass tcacllcr did partiu pale in the lesson when l he children
were moving around the room but seemed rel ucLant to sJt

111

the group

during disrnssions. The Year One teacher contributed to the class when she
perceived it necessary to disc1plme a student as an outside observer.

• Behaviour

As the researcher/practitioner I was interested in all manner or beha\'tour.
so after the first lesson wlth the year one class where the teacher fell

1L

was

necessary to intervene, to discipline a child with a severe warning l
negotiated to allow the students a little more freedom than she \\·ould
tolerate in her classroom.

t Creating a new space

A new space was symbolically created by clearing the desks. the use of
props and physically using the bodies of the students to create a shape in
which to work. This was necessary to allow the students to have a sense of
freedom that was greater than usual within the school setting. The preprimary students' symbolic place was an island created from a large cloth
with newspaper underneath lo make contours. The Year One class used
their bodies to create a space in which other students in the class could
explore a journey through a cave.
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4.2 Organisation cf the drama classroom

In a negotiated set Ii ng, decisions arc heavily in 11 uenced by Lhc teacher both
in the contem and the structure of the lesson. The instructions from die
te'Jcher may be descriptive in nature, as seen in the example be/ow. The
description indicates the action to he taken, the roles that are to be entered
illlo, where it is to be set and the emotional feeling that it may contain.

t Descriptive instructions

LT:

in pairs(.) one of you is going to be the dragon (.)the other

2.

going to be the dragon tarner(l.O) get into p<1irs and then

3.

decide first {1. )who is the dragon tamer and who is the dragon.

4.

(10.0)((Children move to find partners))put your hand up if

5.

you are the dragon. (4.) ((hands go up, except for one group))

6.

who in this group is the dragon(!.) good so the other person

7.

must be the dragon lamer. Who, finds, the dragon so put your

8.

hand up(.) right? (LO)now the dragon goes and frnds a place to

9.

hide in the room (.)((children start to move into positions))

lO.

remember when you are found you may be scared of the

11.

person(6.0) now Lhe person whu finds the dragon (.)the dragon

12.

tamer(.)go and explore the forest umil you find your dragon

13.

remember? Your dragon may be unfricndJ},?

These instructions are broken up Lo allow for aclion, but nlso pauses nllow
the children time to understand one rule of Lhe drama before developing
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the next rule. The use of rising mllcction in the teacher's voice can provide
an inchcaLion to the clu!drcn :is to what may be 1111portan1 to remember

this

t

!11

l lll prnvisation.

Specific Instructions that add value Judgements

Tl

today we arc going to c reaLe our own plays(!) but you must

...
1

have a dragon

3.

To. Do? ls to sit in your group (.)and discuss what is going

4.

to happen

5.

dragon(.) or just chase your dragon around Uit :doesn't

6

have to be very long b:u:t choose the characters that you

7.

need for your play and decide whom you are going to be(l.)

8.

when you know the story (.)then prnctice your play a few

9.

times(.) and then you, can, show, eveiy. one your play if you

10.

want, to (.)! \Vant you Lo get into groups with friends7 Thal

11.

you can work with.

111

111

your play(l) first thing (.)~ill. I. Want. You.

your story. (.)I don't want you to hurt the

The value statements within this text set the guidelines for the expected
behaviour of the children. ".. I don't want you to hurt the dragon .... (Line
4,5) is foreshadowing expectallon and highlighting that this is not a rough
and tumble play but one with characters where the actors co-oper,lle
because they need to "... get into groups with friends that you can work
with"(Line 10,11).
In the former examples where the research/ practitioner gave instructions
there was little room for negotiation by the students i:1 the early
childhood classroom.
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4.3 Negotiation in drama

McLeod (\98lJ) bcl1cvrs that the setting up ol

<l '.--J\Ua!1on 111 dwrrn1,

which

a\lLnvs negotiation and a shared learning cxpcncnu.', u111 acLornrnodatc
individual diffcrcm.:cs in the group. TlllS ncgouatcd s1Luauon allow~ trans/er
of the child's reality into an adult's reality and the adult's rc,ilny

Into

the

child's reality by clefinmg the context and the content ol thc drama.

,

Defining what the students know

LT

OK hands down. What sort of things might you find on

2

an island

3. Natash,1

aaaa (1 )sea snails aaa (.) octopus () seahorses a n d star fish

4. T:

exceltent? You might find all of those things on a island

5.

because being on a island you would han' a lmTly ux1st

6.

line(l) beaches and shells and fish fantastic~

In this case the rising inflection by the teacher indicated that Natasha has
answered the question wilh an answer that is pleasing Lo the teacher.
Natasha has indicated that an island is surrounded by sea and therefore
things to do with the sea will be found on the island Natasha is adding to
the knowledge of students who may still be unsure of what an island 1s.
This dynamic group discussion allows children to pick up the concept of
what an island is without an explanation by the teacher. The group
perception therefore ripples through the class and creates a shared reality
between students and teachers.

---i
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t Turn taking In negotiation

Both classes understood turrHak1ng through the phy-,11_al 111d1u1!1or1 of a
show of hands_ This was 111 use hl'forc I ..,1;ined teadrn1g dram:.i lr..,':.oll'>
Altlwugh some children did call oul from tune to tune during 1he re'>earch,
the majority of the children Lompl1cd wtth ·putting up the hand· and

waited their

\Urn

durmg d1scuss1ons.

l T

we nerd to have a name for our island (I} what are we gomg

2

to call our island)

3.

((Children start

4. T:

hands up) hands up who, has got a really good name for

5.

our island (.)((Points to Emma)) here

6. Emma:

colourful island

7. T:

colourful island? That's a great name for our islandl l

8.

let's see if any one else has a suggesuon and then wc·ll

9.

pick one

10

call out))

In this example the teacher in line 4 discourages the stuclents who have
started to take a turn and are calling out the answer. The children with a
good answer are to put their hand up and this reinforces the social rules of
negotiation in the large group.
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t

Student alliances

A sluckm

ltl

tlus group uf prc-pntnary chilclrl'n display.., an rrnag1n:111ve

sl1!ut1on to suppnrt111g a fnl'ncl
LO. Gral'mc·

ball

11. T:

Oh.(.) ball well there 1s already an island called bal1 can we

12.

cal! il somelhmg else() urn you think of another name (3)

13. Da\'id :

1 thrnk he S<.lld barney

l +. Graeme:

barne\'

Barney seems like an odd choice for a name for an island It mar have been
prompted by the idea that it had sounded like Bali Paul appears to h:wc
used word association to help Graeme out when challenged to f1nd another
name. The teacher has asked Graeme to rethink the name and Dand
support's Graeme by telling the teacher he didn't say Bali onginally but
Barney. This support that David displays for Graeme 1s mamLammg
alliances, the students together and the teacher separate. The logic 1s
reinforced by the teachers acceptance of the situation and the turn-taking is
continued. The downward inflection on 'Oh. Barney' indicates a negative
response to the name.

l.T

Oh. barney

2.

((points to Stan))

3.Stan-.

money island

4.T:

money island did you say(.) good,
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Inequity In the negot.latlon

In this l'nllow on ex,lmple the nego11ation tu name lo the island

1s 111

process. One chi kl is rcpnmandccl for calling out where others arc not
5.Pau!

money island money island

6. T

you think of something fur me pau! rather than call111g

7.

out(.) what un you thmk of , ( 5)

8. Paul .

colourful island.

9.T:

we have already got colourful island can you think of

10.

another name we could call this (island

11.Gerry:

rocky island)

12.T:

that's a great name because it's really rocky 1sn·L it·s. ok

13.

someone else (.)yes

14.Sam:

rocky island

15.T:

do you say rocky. That just what you said Paul (.)you hm·e

16.

to listen carefully((points to Kate)) over here

17.

Kate:

18. T:

seaside island that's a great name to (.)ok lets pick one,(.) we

19.

have got colourful island(.) rocky island(.) and umm seaside

20.

island and (aa ...

21.Stan:

money island)

umm seaside
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22.T

yes mDncy island.

2 3.

(001 s

2-+.

isbnd, seaside island, (olnurful island and waving of arms))

of cal 1i ng ou\ uf the 1iames cg money 1sl,intl .. roe l<y

Here Gerry calls out 1hr mime Rocky Island and because the teacher placcu
rnlue on the name the mterrupuon was allowed. Gerry has also helped
Paul out of the situation of answering the teacher. Stan was allowed

Lo

interrupt as he was remmdmg the ~cacher of the last name she had
forgotten- however the mterrup1ion in lme 5 by Paul had not been
allowed. The teacher is ch,mging the rules to suit the situation and the
purpose of the lesson.

t Teacher power and manipulation.

To achieve the purpose of moving the action forward the name is
negotiated or manipulated by the teacher to achieve the n.-ime Rocky
Island. In line 12 above the teacher has given a value statement

Lo

the

name Rocky Island by suggesting it is a great name and justifying the
choice because the ''it's really rocky isn't it...". The staled preference may
have influenced the vote of the children but even if it didn't, the teacher
manipulates the situation further by taking back the control of the naming
of the island.
1. T:

-HANDS DOWN because (2) shhh shhh we arc just going

2.

pick one of those four(.) we have got colourful

3.

island, umm rocky island and seaside island ,md money 3.

Lo
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4.

island what arc wc going 10 call H() hands up if wc think

5.

we should aaaa hands down now ( ) bcuu~t you don't

6,

know what I .im going to say yet(.) ok hands up(.) d you

7.

lhink: we should call iL(.) colourful island, OK 4uilc a few.

8.

Hands down. Hands up?(.) people who think we should call

9.

tl r::ocky island A lot of people (2) hands up if you think

10.

we should cal!

11.

Ok (. )a few again.

12.

((Some children keep their hands up alt lhe time throughout

13.

the four choices, others raise for one or several of the

14.

choices))

15.T.

rocky island I lhink we will call it rocky island because we

16.

seem like we had lots of hands up (.)and I think that rs a

17.

great name for il.

1t

seaside island? What about money 1s!and7

Here the teacher has made the decision for what was to be a group rrocess.
The situation did not have a clear solution so the power of negotialion was
Laken back by the teacher. Originally the rule

lO

decide the name as

decided by the teacher was to vote on the name. The children did not
understand the rule of voting for only one answer and the one they liked
best. The teacher instead of explaining the rules took back the control of
the situation and named the island for the students.
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Students as collaborators

1. T:

how c..m we make a cave using all our bodies. (30 chtldrcnJ

2. Kale:

w·:cl:l ·we could stand

3

ha\'c some duldren urnmsLand on the side

4.

and urn make them like a tunnel and we put someone (in

5.

side

6. T:

O:K

7. Kate:

.. and we) make them stand that \vay() with their

8.

hands on the top(.) so they join other people"s hands.

9. T:

would you like to direct us Kate to make the ca\'e (2) could

10.

you choose the students to make the entrance of the ca\·e

il..

Kate has demonstrated she understands the concept of the cave and 1s
prepared to take the role in creating the cave. Throughout this research
most students demonstrated how willingly they agree to creating fiction
with an adult.
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4.4 Social conventions

•

Language to suit the local situations and achieve
social order

l. Axel

I saw an island when l went to the beach(.)

2.

and n had lots of grass on the hills

3. T

lots and lots of grass on the hills,

-+.

well we are going to put some hills on our island,

5.

and I'm going to look for some people silting up beautifully

6.

and they are going to help me put some mountains and

7.

hllls on our island (l)by scrunching up this paper and

8.

putting it underneath our cloth

9.

((children given the paper proceed to do Lhts placmg

10

underneath the cloth))

11

The teacher is going to look for people 'sitting up beautifully' (Lme 5) and
only those people can get a turn at putting the newspaper under Lhe cloth.
'Beautifully' does not mean in this instance that only the beautiful students
can have a tum. It means complying to the rule of sitting in the circle,
keeping quiet, not calling out and putting the hand up to take turns during
discussions, all rules that the children already have in place from
experience within the system. This is an example of the use of language to
suit the local context and understanding for the situation.
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Students exert pressure on fellow students
to comply

The rules of social cor,V{'nl!on arc often illuminated however,

111

the

instances when people break social rules. This following section highlights
the mutually agreed but unspoken rules the drama dass considered to be
socially acceptable behaviour. The assumption that the teacher controls the
social rules in the class may not ahvays be correct.
In this example it is the children that apply pressure on a student and
accomplish social control by involving the teacher who then makes the
student comply
(Two students Sam and Jessie are chosen to walk into the cave.)
l.T:

someone ls coming through our cave (Uack breaks from the

2.

cave structure and runs th rough))

3.

((Four students call out - JACK, JACK))

4.T:

ah;ah:ah jackjack(excuse me out of there

5.CT:

I. Will. Count to five for you to get out of there.) one ...

As the teacher had been ambiguous by not naming the students who were

to walk through the cave, this gave jack a reference poim lo act and join in
the action.
The response from the other students was forceful in reply to his m:tlon
and it seemed that Jack had broken the rules. It was the students who put
the pressure on Jack to confirm by alerting the teacher to the sitmlllon by

calling out JackS name. The children were alerting the teacher Lo the
expectation of student behaviour. Jack hadn't been chosen to go through
the cave and this was not ncc.:cptable behaviour.
Jack retreated and complied when both the classroom teacher and the
drama teacher put pressure on Jack to come ouL from the cave. The
classroom teacher used the threat, that 1f Jack did not leave the rnve \Vllhin
a certain time demonstrated by her counting that there would be a negative
consequence. Jack complied to the pressure by following the rules enforced

by fellow students, teacher/ researcher and classroom teacher.
Jack returned to his position in the structure of the cave and the lesson
continues with the two children chosen by the teacher exploring the c.:ave.

t Suspension of disbelief

Heathcote (1973) believes within drama the willing suspension of disbelief
is important to bridge the difference between reality and fantasy so that
drama can happen. In this demonstration Kate is \vi!ling to suspend belief
to create fiction.
l. T:

just listen to see if you can hear something(3)

2. Kate:

footsteps like a bear.

It was interesting that Kate chose her words carefully at t.his stage and
didn't want to preempt or assume it was a bear in the cave as no agreement
had been made to what was in the cave. Kate has agreed to the fiction but
is unsure of what the fiction is. Kate could have suggested anything was in
the cave but the thing she chose was a bear.

I

The suspension of disbelief Warren (1989) believes is not always so defined
for younger children and may need lo be clarified for some children.

t The guided drama and the imagination

The following is an example where the reality of the child does not
coincide \Vith the action set up by the teacher. In order for Adrian to
continue in the drama he needs to be acknowledged that he has already
achieved the imaginative process.
LT:

s:tart to slit:her(2) but as you are learning how lo sl:ilher(.)

2.

it may be difficult (2)try your voice out Oto see if you can

3.

make a sl:ithery sound(.)try to grow bigger(l) the only way

4.

to get.bigger is to eat (.)so go and find something Lo eat

5.Adrian:

I already have had something to eat

6. T:

(.)you are growing b(igger

7. Adrian:

I have) already had something to eat

8. T:

thats fine Adrian (2)snakes like the sun and are not very

9.

happy about the cold (.)so it is timf' to find some shelter

10.

(.)as it is starting to get cold.

I

t

Cultural dominance

Kall' had al rl'ady idc111 i ficd th,ll

In

the fiction she idc nt i lied

wll h

be,1 rs A

similar response was m.:civcd in another class.
th is place,

1. T:

what might be

2.

(( 5 children lallcd out tiger. bear in a chorus.))

111

The first thing that the children thought of when asked what might be

in

the cave or what was making footsteps was either a bear or a tiger. This
occurred in both the Pre-primary and the Year One class.
The previous stimulus the children responded to must have involved bears
and tigers. This group of Australian children selected from animals outside
their country. Identifying with animals such as the bear and the t1ger
reOects the influence of stories from other countries. The exotic appeal \\'as
stronger than the local snake and kangaroo.

t

Manlpulatlng the chlld 1s stimulus to create
the drama

In this next demonstration the stimulus suggested by the clnld is
manipulated to create the drama.
1. T:

((To Sam and Jessie)) d: l:d you notice anything about the

2.

temperature of the cave.

3. Sam:

it il was cold (.)and then hot

4. T:

why, whm c.:ould be making hot air
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drngnn.

5. Sarn:

,l

6. T:

was? It a dragon in the cave.

7. Sam:

iL was a baby clwgon.

Linc 1 and 2 indicate LhaL the teacher is asking about Lempenllure because
something about the temperature is worth investigating. The response fro111
Sam that it was hot and then cold allows the teacher Lo ask what could be
making the hot air. The teacher is pushing for an answer to sun the
purposes of the lesson. Sam provides the answer, the dragon. To get the
others to agree to the fiction the teacher asks the question -"\:\/as it a
dragon in the cave?".(Line 6) This is not to allow objection Lo but to seek
agreemem from the group. It is meaning "Are we all up with the stale of
the situation and do we confirm that we can use the dragon Lo
create fiction?"'
Sam confirms that it is a dragon and it is in fact a baby dragon that 1s little
with green scales. Sam has made the decisions for the group on what is Lo
be placed in our cave. His ability to play along with the teacher with the
concept of a cave singled him out to help create the reality for the rest of
the group.
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4.5 Obscuring the reality of the child

Ambiguity of the reasoning

Drama trnnskrs informaLmn and the imagmatlon 1s at play (McLeod, 1989).
This can result in ambiguity and distoruon or the rcalny or the ch1lcl.

8. Brillany·

n(.) might have been a waler dragon

9. Peter:

was the cave close to the water

10. T:

there was? Water dripping off the back of the cave

11. Brinany: it musl have been a water dragon because Emily Griffen
12.

brought one to our class(.) and the class sawn and

13.

long snout

14. T:

did it breathe fire.

15. Brittany:

NO it was dead.

1l

had a

BrittanyS reference was to a leafy sea dragon ( a marine animal) found off
the coast of Perth. She had seen this when Emily showed the class. Brittanr

had no practkal circumstance

lO

come across a medieval European dragon.

The reality for Brittany was a leafy sea dragon.
BrillanyS notion of a dragon was differenl to the dragon in the cave the
teacher had imagined with

,1

forked tongue and scales. Previously the

discussion on the temperaLUrc of the cave allowed the teacher

Lo

see the

potential of a fire-breathing dragon. Briltany has shown that not all students

perceived what the teacher thought was prnclical reasoning. The adult

I

mm petenq· ,llld the cl 1i !d's rn111 prl ency both

L' 111

pl( lycd

'>l ll'lll I fie

rational i l y

(ivkhan & \Vuud, 1975) but du not nru•c,c,a n ly c,f ian: 1hr c,ame real JI y

t Logic of language and reasoning

The practical reasoning and Lill. logic of language are someurnes substauted
in the early childhood classroom for the use of pracllcal personal purposes

for language.
1. T:

exce\letll? You m ighL find al I of those things on a island

2.

because being on a island you would lrn,·e a lo,Tly coast

3.

line(l) beaches and shells and fish fantasuc?

4. Jessica:

1 learn violin and go to lessons

5. T:

you what,

6.

Jessica:

aaaa Ivve been to an island

Jessica wanted to let the teacher know about her \'iolin lesson. The
common sense of the silUation was disrupted and because Jessica's
comment (line 4) was out of context with Lhe island discussion. the teacher
didn't register her response. Mishearing the statement by Jessica restored
the adult social order as Jessica ignored her own divergence. The answer "'I
have been lo an island," demonstrated that she understood the situation.
The inorganic hearing or selecting of voices in the classroom ts n1ntrc1lkd

by lhe aduh reality.

I

t Post experience reflection

Teachers assume knowledge that children have as Lonccptual
unclerstandrng but this may not be the case with young stucknts ur they
may not h;nT the language skills

10

describe the understanding.

1.Kalie:

my (.)sister() f;Oes to drama.

2. T:

does she?

3.

who CAN (_)tell me what(.) drama

4.

any idea, tell. Me. What,(is. drama.

5. Axel:

sick sick

6. T:

what) did we do (.)today(l) that we called drama

7. Sam:

drama is when you are sick

8. T:

((laughs)) You .h thmk

9.

what(.) is(.) the(.) drama that we did

10.

the things that we did (.)today together.

11. Axel:

make stuff.

12. T:

what? (.)sort of stuff=

13.

((several unknown sources)) HILLS 1SU-\NDS

1s

(3)

.rama is \\'hen rou are

The question of "What is drama?" (Linc 4) is

Loo

111

SH.:k.

here

difficult to answer. The

children apparently do not know how to respond Lo the question The
'deviant' answers of sick cnme over four lines :ind from two diffcrrnl
students. This mny indicate thnt one student wns copring the l1ng1nal

-~BB

I

student and clcnwnstratcd the willmgncss

or Lhe ..:,tudenl'.-> to an'.->wer the

qucsunns regardless of knowing how Lo answer
Children of five ,ire almost as proficient at speakmg and undCf$landmg ·µs

an adult (Fromkin, Rodm,in, Collins & Blair, 1990) but the cognitive
reconstruction of Lhe process to the quesuon "What is drama7''
demonstrated that the question was difficult to answer. Only when the
question was asked ··what sort of things did we do

in

drama today?'" was

there a response that demonstrated that the children could articulate what
they did ln the lesson.
The discussion continues with Fred responding to the phrase .. "We made
stuff?" Fred had previously demonstrated the com·ention of putting his

hand up.
14. I:

I'm asking Fred(2) what do you thmk we were d0111g.

15. Fred:

we made fathers day presents,

16. I:

you made fathers day presents for your father,

17.

h good. But w:hat s:ort of things did we do today in drama

18. Chris:

we learnt things about dinosaurs.

19. T:

did

20.Georgia·.

we made castles and things (.)and you play with

21.

things

22. Sam:

it was just \ego

23. Chris:

dinosaurs arc toys

we7
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24

(Ulluch spnnt,Ull'ous Lalloi1g acro,;,s l he urcll' on dmo,;,aur,;, ;ind L())''>

2 5.

and the discussion is Ii 11isht:d))

\Vithin the group. the children arc vague .iml unfamiliar w1lh the term

drama. The language by which

Lo

describe the expcncnce and the

terminology was not available to the children perhaps through lack of
knowledge of classification. This 1mplicalion of a lack of experience in a
shared dramatic language could be perceived as a lack of concept of the
dramatic mode. This will have implications in the reporting and the
assessing of students, if the testmg only validates developmemal learn mg
sequences based on language it would therefore be pointless.
The power of role within drama and the moral and social obligation within
the drama fiction appeared not to be unfamiliar to the children. As chd the
physical experience of dram a as demonstrated in the following examples
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4.6 The power of role

In this ncxl exchange the students are rcnccung on cnaLlrncnt and give
descripti\'C statements on what has occurred. The slate of role has a
powerful atlraction as noted in the action of Jack during thi~ discussion
1. T:

what happened when you found your dragon?

2. Da\'id:

I (.)taught my dragon to do a backOip

3. GaYin:

my dragon cha:sed me around the room

4. T:

so your dragon wasn't very tame

5.

did you get to lame your cV1gon,

6. Gavin:

yes(l) I got him to roll over(.) and sit (.)he did it all at the

7.

same lime

8. Daniel:

my dragon was so silly he thought he was a clown.

9

(Oack crosses the circle and jumps (on Daniel in role as

10.

a dragon))

11. Daniel:

he was my dragon)

12. T and CT -Jack, Jack.

13.

(Oack returns to his place in the circle))

During the reflection, the role of the dragon seems lo have a powerful
attraction to Jack. Jack slipped back into role and was recreating the dynamics
between him and Daniel. Possibly he may also have been manipulating his
partner into not disclosing more about what happened in the drama.

I

14. T:

did

15

or d,d il stay wild

16. Daniel:

he stayed wild

17.

HE STAYED WILD

}'DU

manage to tame your dragon,

The choice of the word ·tame· by the teacher has repercussion on the
concept of socialisation of the young child. Jack ts demonstrating that

1n

role he is stlll \vild and will not be tame and comp!iint in the play.
Reflecting on this as the teacher/ researcher the soual concept I had
investigated in the drama was social compliance. The paradox is that the
last thing I was hoping to set out to do was to 'tame' the children or
colonise the learning but to allow ownership of the drama by
the children.

t Symbolic transformation and role

LT:

the creature in the cave(.) is an Austrahan creature. it is a

2.

lo:n::g creature(.) no arms, no legs,

3.

((Several children call out-it is a snake, snake))

4. T:

yes,(.) it is a serpent (.)or a snake (.)but, this snake is

5.

coloured(l)a rainbow serpent (.)lets make a rainbow serpent

6.

can we make a snake, (l)lets line up together and make a

7.

snake(l) altogether? like we made shapes. last week

8.T:

Hannah? could you come up. and we will line up behind you.

9

((Children line up behind each other ( 15)))

10.T:

Fred you

11.

shoulder of the person in fron L of you( 11) good and we w1 ll

12.

wa! k around as a serpent

13.

((Children spontaneously break into making the sound of

14.

SSSSS.))

15.

Children weave in and out and teacher guides the students.

16. T:

can? you curl up as a sl::eepy snake

Gltl

join back in. (8) pul your hands on Lhe

The children keep in line as the snake weaves in and out of the preprimary classroom' with the students joyful in their procession.

t

Orama- an Integrated approach to the curriculum

Although the Western Australian 'Curriculum Framework' (p. 77) 5upports
the Arts a major focus is on an integrated approach to the curriculum in
the early childhood area.Drama in the early childhood area is not
compartmentalised but utilises opportunities to explore knowledge in other
areas. This extract demonstrates why drama is an ideal strategy to use in an
integrated approach to education.
1. f:

does any one know, how a snake is born,

2. Michele:

it comes out of a egg,

3. T:

it? docs? come out of an egg.(.) and n L:aps Jls way out

4,

(.)with its f:runL bng.

5. tvlark:

l saw a snake's egg(.) a real one?

6.T:

where.

7. Mark:

in my last(.) pre~primary

8. T:

if you find(.) a snake what might you do

9. Stan:

he might b:ite us?

10. Sam:

cobras are dangerous.

11. Stan:

cobras are b:ig snakes

12. Amy:

we are going to a cabin

13. T:

where are you going

14. Amy:

down south.

15. T:

when you go(.) to the cabin watch? out for snakes?

16.

w:hat should you do (l)if you saw a snake,

17. Sam

tell your parents

Lo

a cabin

18. Graeme: scream.
19. Sam:

put it in a box(l) and take it (l)to the zoo

20. T:

if 1 saw a snake(l) I think I would stand(l) very sti\1(1) a b:it

21.

1:ike if a big dog rushes up to you (l)stand vel)' ~Lill (l)if I

I

22.

saw a snake I would stand still (.)and sec what the snake does.

23. Axel:

try and be a stat uc

24. Katie:

I know(.) some snakes aren't poisonous.

25. Ronald

l saw a p}'thon al the zoo

26. T:

you can see (. )lots of different types of snakes (. )al Lhe zoo

27. Ronald:

1 saw a rainbow serpent at the zoo.

• Teacher-in-role

Teacher-in-role is recognised as a technique thaL allows the teacher to take on
a role within the drama. The teacher can work the role to apply or release
pressure on the situation that is evolving. The teacher-in-role in the early
childhood classroom can encourage participants or contradict the situation to
allow the objective of the lesson to come into focus. The follo\\ing is a
description of the use of teacher-in-rote and highlights the power of this
technique in the function of engaging and committing to the drama.
T:l

into a nice big circle ((waits for the students to form a circle

2.

and be seated)) because I have a ve1y important thing to tell

3.

you (2) I have some news. Better si L down ((to two stud en ts

4.

who have remained standing)) as the meeti11g is about to

5.

start ((Children laugh as teacher slips into role b}' pulling on

6.

a top hat and simulating a deeper voice of authority))

T:7

as you know(.) as mayor of this town l have some

I

8.

im ponant business to get I h rough today and the thing I

9.

would like

lll.

LiJwn (l)as the mayor of this town(.) I th:ink the best

11.

1h111g(.) is

12.

bigger and may set the town alight(.)OR cause s:erious

13.

trouble. we have an (.)irn:portanL decision to make?

14.

Children stan

T: 15

order in the meeting (1 )I declare w:e h:a\'e (.) an(.)

16.

important(l) decision to make(.) we need to discuss \Vh,u

17.

we will do with this dragon? that. has. come. to. town.

10

LO

discuss is this dragon {l)that has come to

get nd

to

or this dragon (.,because iL will get

talk

The children were then asked to select roles for themselves and break up
into various groups depending on who they were in tbe Lown to discuss
what should become of the dragon. The children choose people that they
would like to represent tn the community. One child does not swnd up

and was asked why in the following extract.
11:

who are you,

2.Gavin:

I'm the dragon.

3.T:

GREAT (.) come with me (.)I need to put you in a cage over

4.

here (5) ((the teacher takes Gavin to be placed in an

5.

imaginaty cave)) fellow citizens (.)1 want you to break into

6.

your groups, and discusses this imponant issue.

I

7

((The studems were then directed into places for the

8.

shopkeepers, hospital workers and school community etc, to

9.

gather. The groups become lively and animated with much

10.

discussion heard. The teacher takes off the hat and goes to

ll.

the groups to see if the students are on task. The 'de-

12.

masking' of the hat allows the teacher to slip out or rnlc in

13.

the drama and return to the role of teacher))

I

Children as co-constructors of the drama

The children are learning to be part of a democratic social decision-making
process. The dialogue that the groups generated had been lively, interactive
and could be perceived as heated discussion at times. The visual
observations on the video tapes also demonstrated in one group a child
leaving the group upset only to be bought back into the group by tWLl
children confronting the child.

I declare this meeting open again(.)

this is a special meeting to decide Lhe fate of the d rngon ( 1)

first, of, all, I, want

lO

hear from the shopkeepers.

4.

((Lively discussion in the circle))

5. T

quiet in the meeting

6. Brittany

we should hide and when he comes we should try and

7.

trap him
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and ( ) 1ml whcn

H. ,lnhn

wr should tram

9

k11l 11() we sh11uld use some ul the weapon'> ((points to

1(1

johnathan)Hrorn his weapnn shnp-

ll T

and who slwuld we get to kill

l 2 Elliot

lhc loy shop owner-

13. Luke.

no the police ( l )we should throw somelhmg big, at lhe

14.

dragon. And squash

11

II I'>

bigger we ..,hould

11,

1t 7

15 Jonathan. we.we should put a cage O\'Cr the dragon() and then
16.

ktll

17. Jack:

It's not fair if the dragon gets killed,

ll(l)

This is the first child that has spoken out against the mayor and \\'ho
questions the authority of the status quo the teacher had established in the
role of the mayor, who consistently belie\'cs the dragon should "be got nd
of." Jack thinks it is wrong to kill the dragon and displayed a moral stand
e\'en against the authority and peers. This was the same Jack that had broken
social convention in the first lesson when he had prc\'i.ously run through the
cave when it clearly was not complying to social rules. L1nkshcar {1993)
believes that resistance or non-compliance of students is linked to
circumstances that students feel may be oppressive to them Jack may have
previously felt the learning was structured to repress him rather than to
r.nhancc his lcr1rning. Jack had challenged mtthority in the first lesson and
\'Oiccd his moral ob.1cction to the adult reality in the second lesson.

I
!?Jack•

1t makes me sad,() when I think we are going to kill

JI

Ja(k had reason to be suspicious of the snuallon as the 1eachcr-1n-role WU'>

testing and inviung the children to chal!cngc the control and man1pula11011 ol
the adult reality.
Jack demonstrated a voice of resistance to the power of the authorny allowing
other children to view the situation from a differelll perspective as noted
the dialogue that follows. Jack's powerful authentic voice

in

111

the social group

also allows the learning in the group to be a co-operative proces:. that
idemifies the student as co constructor of the drama.

l.Kate:

we should take(.) the dragon to another village.

2. Daniel:

I think we should keep(.)the dragon(.) and he can torture

3.

the baddies'

4. John:

I think we could make(.)a big hole and cover

5.

when he walks on it we could trap it

6. Brittany:

I think we could train it to do jobs.

7. Chelsea:

we could fly on him(l)and if anyone is sick(.) then we could

8.

fly to them

9. Blair:

we could use him against our enemies.

10. Sylvia:

I think we could keep him (.)and have him help us

11. Jack :

with the dragon we could open a pouery shop(.) bcrnuse of the fire

12. Emily:

we could train him to be like a pet (.)and look after him(l)

1t

up and

13 . .Jack:

JI' we kept trnining him hl' will alw,iy:-. he good

I-+ Olga.

we could draw picl ures of lrnn

I 5 Peter:

tr we give him loud he won't be angry with

16. T:

there 1s one Lhmg we haven't heard from n·s the dragon( I)

17.

what do you ha\'e to say cl ragon'

18. Ga\'m.

ple.1se don't kill me

19. T:

lets take a \'ote to sec wh;:it we will do w1th this dragon

20.

children voted rn a show of hands

21.

from the \·illage.

10

U':>

gel rid of the dragon

The concluding \'Ole was that 5 students thought that

Lht

dragon should be

not allowed to stay in the village and 22 thought that we should n·t get nd
of the dragon from the village.
22. T:

and as disappointed as I am (3)((changmg from role by

23.

taking off the hat and changing voice from the role of the

24.

mayor back to the teacher))

25.T.

I think you made the right decision.

Jack is congratulated for sticking up for his opinion and praised by the
teacher for not being swayed by the majority of other people from
the village.

4. 7 Demonstration of
female/ male dualism

In l his next cxdrnngc the st udcnt-; demonstrate the fc: male / male d ualisrn
that exists and is alrL·ady apparent

111

the early childhood classroom. The

dualism or natural d1,·1s10n of the gender social world

J:.

the lived

experience of the early childhood student Children can cross the gender
dhide and other students recognise ,rnd accept this (Davies. 1989). The
identity of tradiuonal gender rotes by the social actors of this research is
noted but it is not the intention of the researcher to funher the discussion
on gender in the early childhood when such exce!lent texts are available
elsewhere (Davies 1989, Walkerdine 1990).
1. Chelsea:

I taught my dragon to read(.) we read Dorothy the

2.

Dinosaur (.)and the Rainbow Fish (.) and l taught

3.

nice(.) to people.

4. T-:

how, did you teach it to be nice to people.

5. Chelsea:

(1) I told it to sit down and eat what people say

6. T:

(l)did anyone else teach their dragon{.) to be nice(.)

7.

to people,

8. Brittany:

I taught it to eat ice-cream (,)and he was good(.)

9.

by not spilling it on anything

10.

Elliot: my d:rag:on dragged me along

11. Luke:

my owner (.)was not very nice to me.

ll 10

be
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12. Elliot:

(I )my T-shirt came out and he hurl my bm:k

13 T

how did yuu feel abnul this,

H. El\101

(4)1 don't know! fell funny on my back

15.T:

I wouldn't like it(.) ir my trainer did that Lo me.

t

Identifying with gender roles

In this demonstration the children are selectmg a role from which to
conduct the dramatic experience and develop an understanding of the

society in which they function. These children in pre-primary are working
on a re-telling of the story of the rainbow serpent through enactment and
are defining roles to work in groups to discuss the rainbow serpent
moving to our town. The children have defined the role of a member of

society in terms of work or a job and displayed conventional male ;ind

female gender roles.

LT

((In the role of the mayor))Firsl I wanl lo speak lo people

2.

of this town (!)and I want you to tell me(.) whal you do in

3.

this town(l) tell me what do you do ((Points to Jack))

4.

you do

5.

jack:

6.

({teacher nods and points to Sam))

7. Sam:

l work in the hospital

8. T:

what,(.) else(.) do people do,

I am an office worker
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l)_

\(teacher po111Ls to Sylvia))

W. Sylvia·

(2)1 help old people

11 _Jake

I wmk

12

l{teachcr potrus

13. Chelsea:

1 am a nurse

14.

({teacher pomLs to Darnel))

15. Daniel:

I am a doctor

16.

((teacher points to Jessie))

17 Jessie:

lam a Laxt driver

18.

((teacher points lo Charlie))

19. Charlie:

I am a policeman

20.

((teacher points to Dena))

21. Dena:

I help people across (the road

22. T

Great

23. Charlie:

I'm a motor)bike police

24. Brittany:

I am a nurse

25.

((teacher points to Fred))

26. Fred:

I am a doctor

111

an office

Lo

Chelsea))

The preceding text indicates already conventional gender roles arc
prescribed by male and female sLUdents.
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4.13 The inability of language analysis to
capture the intrinsic nature cf drama

Drama is the acL of doing and Lhe rollo\ving three examples demonslralc
the instinctive action of the physical body in the making of dramatic
meaning. Drama is the art of action in embodiment and the action of 1he
body cannot be captured in a language discourse or methodology.

I

The physical nature of drama

Kate and Jessie are in the cave and pretending

Lo

be scared and run from

the cave with arms around their 0\\.11 bodies in a gesture of being

frightened. The other children become visibly excited and drop into the
structure of the cave to also act in a frightened manner. The intrinsic
nature of drama has taken over and assists m the role playing of an
imaginary situation. The action of being frightened is embodied and 1s
taken up by the other class members as embodied activity.

t

Controlling movement in the classroom

Movement around the classroom is exciting but the limited space makes
mass movement often precarious and at times challenging. The use of slow
motion in this game of chasing allows the students to explore the room
and the body in a less frantic way than running.
1. T

first we are going to play a game {l )this is a tag (.)or

2.

chasing game (.)but if we run around in here and p!ay tag

3.

or chase there is not going to be much room{.) so \ve arc
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4.

going to move in slow motion ( I )this game is rnllccl slo:w-

5.

mot: ion anim :al t :ag (.)does anyone know (. )whaL I mean by

6.

slow motion

7. Gerard

on my the computer {.)you can make il move in slow

8.

motion

9. T

great?

10. Axel:

a spider moves slowly

11. T:

good what else moves slowly(l)

12. Jessica:

an elephant moves slowly

13. T:

good elephants can move slowly(.) 0.K? I'm going Lo begin

14.

by being in(l) so (.)fmd a space(l) on your own(12) and

15.

let's start to play. (.)I think we will be elephants first

16.

(4)here I come (3) ((Chasing begins)) slo:wly slo:wly ni:ce

17.

and ssllll:ow (11)1 got you Zoe? (l)what animal will you be?

18.Tom:

a crocodi(le

19. T:

l')m asking Zoe

20. Zoe:

(2)a crocodile ((chasing begins again)) (7)

21.

((Sam is tagged.))

22. T:

what are we going Lo be Sam.

23. Sam:

its a surprise
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24. T:

(S)tcll us so we know whal to do

25. Sam.

let's he spiders

26.

((The group acts as spiders))

•

The tussle

What seems hke a stra1glll game of chasmg ends

Lil

a tussle for umtrol by

two boys as they change the rules on the group. The followmg LOn01Lt
demonstrates the conOict between Chns and Fred.

1.

((Chris ts tagged.))

2. Chris:

Zebras?

3.

((The group moves as Zebras))(5)

4. Fred

he got me, he got me,

5. T:

what, are we going to be.

6. Fred:

dinosaurs. ((Game continues))(3)

7. Chris:

I didn't tag him (2)

8. Fred

every one keeps saying(.)Get Me Get Me

9. T

(1) of course but you wou\dn'L, get those people(.) would

10.

you, only get people who are really trying to get away.

11. Chris

he got me,

12. Fred

NO I didn't?
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13.

((Fred htts Clms))

14 T

No Fred

15

Lo Jur

16

from the group Lo the side of the dassroom); you tan sit

17.

here Fred

18. T:

(4) Emma (.)you can have a go(_) what are we gmng 10 be

19.

Emma

20. Emma:

Zebra

21. T:

Zebras(.) again (1 )OK (.)la::t time

)'OU

don't htt Clms ( )this ts wg( ) and you are not

any one on the head ( ) (3)((Tead1er removes Fred

The conflict between Chris and Fred arose when Fred was wanung to ha\'e
a turn at being the person that tags. even though he had not been tagged.
The teacher assumed that Fred had been taggeJ because he said in lme 4
"He got me, he got me." Fred choose~. the class to act as dinosaurs and the
game continues. Chris said he didn't tag Fred (Line 7) but the game
continues. When Chris got no satisfaction from infonning the teacher he
infonns the group that Fred has tagged him (Line 11). Fred tells the group
that he didn't tag Chris (Line 12) and hits Chris over the head with his
hand. The drama teacher intervenes and Fred is made to sit out of the
game. Emma is chosen to continue the game.
What is not evident in this encounter but captured on video is while the
disruption with Fred and Chris is taking place, the camera captures Jessica
rubbing the top of Axels head vigorously knocking him to the ground.
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Thl·n.· seem!'> no allcn.:al um bu1 an outpouring ol exu1eme111 1ha1 u 1uld

11111

bt.· 1..:omamed hy )ess1c1 Ahl·r ,\xd 1s knolkrd lo 1hr gn1un<l thc:y ho1h

w1

Sporuancous and phys1r.:.1I outpounng of
fol kiwmg

•

1110\·cnh.·111 •~

abo C\'1den1 m lhl·

CIM(trlll'lll

Emotional release

During rhe first ksson m the Year One dass 1:xpkmng thi: theme ,11 dr.1g1 n
1

the children enacted w11h a partner the fmdmg ol

~1

dragnn and the

interaction that this mar bn:i.g. On d1scovcnng the dragon many studrnt:.
demonstrated surprise and the acuon that followed 1s bneny dcsL nbcd It
i,; not long before the noise le\'el starts to nse and dragons arc rollmg O\'Cr.

sitting. walking around and the action shows v1s1ble excitemcnL Two girls
are cuddling and another girl is gesturing wildly. One girl 1umps on
another's back and is piggy-backed around the room
One boy looks like he is miming licking a lollipop while anuther looks like
he is swimming. Many children are skippmg or runnmg around the room.
Every child is engaged in the activity of enactment.
One male child grabs another male child knocking him to the ground and
twists his body over the child that is reclining. A lhird female child calls
out "Stop it!" lo the child on top and after a short time when he doesn·l
Slop she pushes him off and the three go their separate ways. One cluld

1s

being dragged by the hand and another by the foot. One child head-buus
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anolhcr·~ bouom r\no1hcr 1:hdd ,~ playmg ·dead· lymg m watt
1hc partner when he .imvl-.,. I:wry "h1ld
1f

thac Jrl· rule-. Jbour llu:.

I':>

11111:r.u.1100 II I'>

10

pounu- on

cnga~cd m 1h1":> dra~or1 pla)' .ind

t.hff 1... uh

10

t.h ',,(, owr wh,11 i hq

would ht.· flw .1doprnl phy.. 1ul pnx.c-.-. .illow-. ... ponl,mt'1ly m

.1 ndi

.mt.J

pbyful w:1y
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4.9 Dramatic canvent:lana

Thl'

IIIO!!l

mt:.UUU)!ful l'nloUnh:P, m 1lw

sen mg ,x1. urrt'<l when I hi: du Id rt: n

rt'l

t.'IWi.:Unl'n' h1r slunn}! I"ht.· h;irna" ul

1tm·c

wl'd,., of 1h1~ l';1rly dul<lhood

r...·;Ul'd ... hon
1th1h·

un prov 1,11 mn-. ;m-d

lom1..1l 1t-;1dun>-! d1--.;.1ppt·;irt·d

Jnd Ihe du l<l ri:n l' xpt: nml'nlcd \\ 11 h sh.m:·d la n~w~e .md nu,: rJll Inn
Dr-.mu nuy

lt.l\"I."

bci:n .1 lon:1~n 1crm

d1splayt:d uJm·i:1111oru. .md sk1lb m

to

thi:"t.' ...1ud1."nb but thl'

nm.I.'

ho<ly

1rnproq:;..mon

~1udt·n1,

.md

mtc rprt:tat 1011

When workmg 1owards prcpJnng these 1mprov1s.a11ons thl." .;,t•J~lenh
most ume rehearsing the J(tlon and less
going to do m the

1mprons.1t1on

t1ml." on

.;,pt."111

d1S<.:ussmg what they were

The lai.:k of negonauon or d1si.:uss1on as

the children started their rehearsal process. was e\1dem m both groups
The choice to perform for the class was optional but all students d1spbyed
no hesitancy. Students were aware of the roles they were working 111 .md
most had developed a plot. To reflect on the 1mpr0\1sauons and
conventions used I have used the words of the children as consistent ,,1th
ethnomethodology.

1. Ben:

I was the policeman(.) and I took the dragon(.) and lOok

2.

him to the farmer and I played with the dragon(.) and I told

3.

the farmer the dragon had run away.

The children played multiple roles in their improvisations and renected on
what they valued in their improvisations.

I
l Fred

I "~.1.!i. 1he fam1c-n ) .tnd I 1i~, rny pt'h'

.?

I

w;,i~

.ti!'>(, 1fw hnlc dr.1g11n 1h.at ~ol up

J

lo

,m~ hid I I '

.m<l wtu1 u.·~,uld m.e~t" tht' .1udtrnu rc~pomJ la•,our.1hl:,
K.itt'

th.mk

YOU

lur h~tl·mng lo

,1ur

pla, · I l ·,\ a-,

Ith"

hab\

dr.1~tm; l s;md tht" other-. · ·hdJ)\.·d mt" to lm<l m-. mum

3

.md dJ<l

~

I hked

5

I (old them to do th.:u 1.2; .ts I knew thal pc:opll' would

6

laughl

It

l

whet\ they ;.i1d best fnc:nd!>

I told them

Ill

do

th.11

1 1(

\\.lntt'd peopk

1u

laugh

Some students also broke from the playing spau: to move mto ,he
audience One student talking

lO

the aud1crn.e m the m1ddll' ,)t

.in

1mpr0\1sat1on said · helloJ l2) who ever you uc

In the follo\\1ng chapter the 1mplu.:auons of undast.mdmg 1he ruk:. and
convenuon used by students and 1cachl'rs m 1he ca.rly Lhtldhood
classroom, are discussed
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CHAPTER FIVE:
CONCLUSION

Cliildrrn arc rcsourccf11l, rcsilirrll, and lwpcful. \Viicrcvcr two
or tlircc gatl1cr tl1cy build small, sl1ifti11g islancls of play,

separated by a,1 in\'isiblc sea from tl1e large land mass wl1ic/1
all must tread.
June Factor, 1988, p 222

I

:t

The reflective researcher / practitioner

Till'

lllll'III lllll

nf I I11s rl'~card 1 111111,d Ir wa~ 1o provH.k t lie

undnstancl Ing of
on:ur

1t1

t hr

1111c rH·l,11111g

d ram.1 (lass room

and
In

rn ult Ipk

real 11 ll''> and

re.id er

w11 l I

a

er ll ciu I lief<, t hal

early c hildhond year'> Through an

cl hnomclhodological process. the mt eract 1011 bet ween the pa ruu pants
\\ithi n the setting of I wo d mma c lassroorns was cxarn med

Ethnomethodology favours a discourse that wdrnrm.s 1he amb1gu!ly nf
working with child rrn and unclerslandmg rn ul t1 pie real 111es. uncovcn n g
commonsense and both shared and indi\'1dua! percepuons. Whilst the
researcher has pro\'ided an analysis of sections that were perceived to be of
interest, the findings in Chapter Five display no final conclusions and are
the formal statements derived largely from the process of percepuon and
observation. The series of demonstrations should provide the reader with a
sense of action that evolved in the drama classroom amongst the
pa rtici pan ts.

»

Research method revisited

Mehan and Wood (19 75) give many examples demonstrating the dangers
of conducting research that requires a formal conclus10n or of assessing
student's ability in research. This is a problem not faced by
ethnomethodology because it allows an uncensored non-judgmental
approach by a researcher/ praclitioner and aUows the discourse to be the
formal conclusion.
The researcher reviewed and d iscussecl many approaches and methodologies
before beginning the research process. Reasons and rationale for the selection

-+13

ll f I he

ct Im nm l' t lwd nl I 1gr afl' out Imnl

l' Xl l' 11 ~I \'l' I}' 111 ( _j la pt l' r

J" fi ft'l'.

}'el 11

beGlllll' apparent as I he rese,irch l'Vol ved. althuugh el lmomc1/10dolog}'

supported a vast number of the cntcna from \1,ifoch tn view drama
imeraction there. was su!!

..1

need for a methodology that cmlm.1ced and

exposed the drama 1mcr.Kt1ons. The discourse uf langu.ige analysis Lould not
demonstrate the physKal 1meractmn bet ween the paruu pants.

t The involvement of the facilitator

One of the purposes of this research was to make sense of a drama
situation. The contemporary drama classroom breaks down the barrier of
the formal classroom setting and invites. at times, mstinctive and physical
play. Orama with roots in play, as a means to educate, attempts to connect
the social order of the system along with the symbolic process of shifting
logic, interaction, rule usage and the roles adopted within the drama
classroom by botli the participants and the facilitator
What I had not appreciated was the way in which, as a practitioner. I had
organised, manipulated and controlled the learning environment. I wanted
the children to provide the stimulus, to shape the ideas, create the concepts
and devise the storyline and take control over the drama. This proved
problematic at times and more difficult for me than I realised. It was not
because of the students' inability in the learning but in the controlled wa)'
that the lesson was constructed. The last thing I had imagined I would be
doing was colonising the learning, but it appears that because the
educational system demands the experience of the child not only to be
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I

valu,1bll' ,md rewarding bu1 to be ad vanung l he d11 IJ
cl1lorns1 ng

sec med

m

rel rospccl

10

facdnatt.:d by the adult practtttotter

The

111

,.,orne rq.~arJ, t lw,

he

llll'\'11 able

'>Ot..W I order I'>

111

an early childhood classnmm and

1hr refore the cutllcnl I hey .ire \cachmg, ex prcssmg and respond mg t n

constructs the cuhura! and pohucal cond1t1ons, and (ollecuve 1denL1ty that
reflects the classroom.
The teacher of drama who believes that they can control the learnmg.
enhance the development of the child or teach social practice through drama
must be cautious, for the social world of the child appears very complex and
the rules discovered in this research indicate 1hat children are suspicious and
resistant to an adult dominated world. Leaming through drama and the
value placed on developmental student advancement and social prac1ices can
be heavily loaded with our own moral and cultural judgments.
Drama as a subject is fraught with subtext like, "Whose social conventions
and whose symbolic cultural icons are being enacted here?'".

I

The dynamic drama space

The research exposed unique approaches to problem solving. The
participants were able to 'organically/chaotically' evolve towards a solution
through a pwcess of understanding, acknowledging, then developing
stages of rule usage, providing a dynamic, cumulative exploralion of
solutions. The expansion of the exploration was modified by the teacher
yet there was a freedom to include and accept the random or seemingly
obscure input.
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I

L"nbras arl' dangl'rous

I I Stan·

cobras arl' b 1g snake~

12. Amy.

wc arc gmng to a cabin

13. T:

where arc you going to a cabin

14. Amy:

dO\vn south

15. T:

when you go(.) to the cabin watch 7 out fur snakes 7

This reOects drama as a synergetic creauve acti\'Jty. \vhere the ac.c.eptance
and adoption of an apparently un~associated idea leads to the creation of a
more imaginative solution. This creative acceptance (perhaps not
experienced in other school classroom situations) allows the children to
make sense of complex and dynamic experiences. The research displayed
on numerous occasions that once the participants understood that this
process was an accepted rule by the facilitator, then greater input was
generated. Adopting new realities is seen as central to the creauve process.
Drama can be used to create other ways of knowing the world for children.

I Play-the mundane Interaction

The safe, empty space (Brook 1968) of the drama room can be a comentious and
complex situation as children tussle, construct and negotiate for sod al control.
Nachrnanovitch (1990) believes humans are most human, when at plar
At times it was difftcult to discern if students were engaged in ·valuable
problem solving' and still on task or just 'playing around'. However the

I

I

demonsl ral Jl lllS ind 1r.1tcd t ha1 t Ill'

,md

,II l lllH'"' 1lw

-.1 ude 111..,

umk r..,t cHid I he la..,k

pruhk rn \\'as ..,ulvL'tl swdt Iy Tlw Irl'l'd()m n!le red

d ram;i da:;s c nv 1ronmc 111 al Inw <. a relaxed and ,ou.il ly L rl':.t\ 1ve
to ncgot i,lll' c 11111T

Ir 1\'( 11 vt'd

In

the

cnv1 ronmcnt

sol uuons

+.

I 1i kl'd

5.

I told them to do that ( 2) as I knew that peo pie v,:ou Id

6.

laugh(.) I told them Lo do that (.)! wanted people to laugh.

ll

when they said best fricnds.

t Transitions

In early childhood children are coming to terms wtth entering school and
for these children the rules and cultural practices are changing
dramatically. The nature of the drama class is ceremonious as an experience
to a common group linking ritual, action and sound. The social
conventions in the class are an altempt to make meaning of the world
through play. Drama as an education ans practice exposes intnnsic
knowledge by providing a forum for the participants. Drama, enactment
and the interaction of students is a powerful embodied experie'lce when
the rules and devices to create social order are allowed to emerge from the
process-a process that reveals the complexity of the interactions through
the mundane.
10.T:

Fred you can join back in. (8) put your hands on the

11

shoulder of the person in front of you(l 1) good and we

12

will walk around as a serpent
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I

13

{(Cluldrcn spon1;1m·1 )ll'>I}' hrt'.ak

14

sssss ))

Children w1;.·;1vc
The new and

111

mlc,

ma k1 ng l ht'. <,ound ol

and out and Lcad1cr gu1ck~ the studcnh

L:K 1tly

undcrstotld set of rules t ha l appeared to he beyond l he

guidelines arc for the pcrs1sLct1Ll' , >I the process

Lo

bring forward a

conclusion and results.
Orama is symbolic. both in language and gesture usrng 1maginauon and
intuition. Exposing people to experiences that celebrate instinct.
imagination and insight in a symbolic form is important to make
connections v-.ith the logical sensing world and to make meaning of life.
Orama enactment and interaction externalise the voice of the child
throughout the transitional period of entermg school.

t

Individual and the group

The everyday knowledge of the early childhood student is Lransntonal and
diverse. The drama class caters for group interaction and individual se!fdefinition within the drama class. The defimtion is framed by the social
constructs enforced by the group, an example of which was displayed by
the group when interacling with jack.
l.T:

someone is coming through our cave (Uack breaks

2.

from the cave structure and runs through))

3.

((Four students call out - JACK, JACK))

1118

I

The rr1 t 1ul dl'u-.1011.., h,hl'd

011

J/w J rarna t' x pr nniu·.., I(!r tl H' ti ,1..,.., \Vol l,u 1d

ex pl.im-. t )lk r-. 111d iv 1d u;1J.., j!,rrat r r ( 1pp< in u 111 t 1e.., I< ir pl' r..,, H1.1 I det I ',J( ir 1-

111,1k 111g, l \Vol I,md. l LJlJ 3, p o2) ,ind grm1 p dynarn Il..,

By usmg group work. the teachc r c nsurc:, that ·1 hl' languc1gc of
Leaching and lrarnmg

1s

most compaublc w1th the ">tudcnl "> own

words" (Ashman & Conw.:1y. l 9Q1,p I I 1J
lndi\·id ua! needs. dfnamics of group mtc racllon. cl 1su pl Inc. language u:,,agc
and physical interaction are commun1eated and negotiated throughout the
drama lesson. The drama teacher is adapting constantly to the current
requirements and beliefs of the group. Heathcote called th 1s 'shifting on
your feet' (McKenna. personal anecdote).
For the children who wish to grow up and become 'Pokemon l'-.fosters· (as
recently expressed to the researcher) and for the children who show a
resistance to learning through conventional means, education must al!ow
opportunity for self-definition. Self-definition is the sharing < f peru:ptmns
1

and ethics and allows for the dynamics of a group to be explored.
Exploring such experiences of young students while taking pan in

enactment allows an expression of personal identity that may noL
necessarily be explored in other curriculum areas.

•

Cultural bias

Exploring ones own culture in relation to the phenomena of dramatic
practice enables us to see what is unique about our own culture and then
on viewing other cultural practices we begin to understand what makes

I

people human through sun daru 1es d1 He re nu.·s and urn versa lit ll"·,
ll1

knowkdgc

The d r:1m,1t1c pl.I}' of the chi ldn: n as t hl')' enter sc huol JS Lhc bcg1 nnmg of
1m pnnant

d isrn\·e ncs The 1ntcrac11ons ol the ch tld rcn dcrnonst ru! cd an

awareness of cultures nthc r than their own and J ron 1cally cultures wh 1c h

may work at the exclusion of their own. A personal response to the world by
developing human experience of enactmem and observation can alJm1,· the
rethinking of cukura! aspects.

l. T:

just listens to see if you can hear somethmg(3)

2. Kate:

footsteps like a bear.

l.T:

what might be in this place,

2.

((5 children called out tiger. bear 111 a chorus.))

Why were no dingoes or bunrips in the cave in these two early childhood
classrooms? It appeared that the stories that the children are familiar \~·1th
and that are providing the stimulus were non Australian as demonstrated m
the discussion of snakes.
8. T:

if you find(.) a snake what might

9. Stan:

he might b:ite us?

10. Sam:

cobras are dangerous

11. Stan:

Cobras are b:ig snakes

}'OU

do

Drama can redress this inbalance and the use of the stimulus of the rainbow
serpent was explored to extend the interests in young children.
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I

I
Sl'rpl'nl (

snakl' ( )hut. I h1'> snake is

4 T

}'L'S,( ) I\ JS ,I

5

t.'olourl'd( I la rainbow serpi:111 ( Hl'I\ rnake a r;11td)[Jw snpt'nt

6.

GIil

7.

sn akc(l ) ,l !LOget her' Ii kc we ma,k sha pcs

)nr ;1

\\'l' make a sna kl·, ( I l kt 's Illll' up

I ogel hn

[:1st

and ma b: a

week

In the group no cntt(tsm was cHcd to reprimand or '>ohut um11ncnts that
demonstrated a pure Iy persona! note wn h apparent Ir no re lat 1onsh Ip
lo the topic

1. T:

excellent' '{ou might find all of those l hmgs on a island

2.

because being on a island you would have a lovely Loast

3.

\ine(l) beaches and shells and fish fantasuc?

4.

Jessica:

5. T:

I learn vtoltn and go

lO

lessons

you what

There was rather an acceptance throughout the verbal mterncuon. that perhap;
demonstrated that the collective group was still explormg language and
concept development. and there was no pomt for reprimand, only acceptance.
It is interesting that this was not the case when physical actions transgressed

the boundaries.
l .T:

someone is coming through our cave (Unck breaks

2.

from the cave structure and runs through))

3.

((Four students call out - JACK. JACK))
(strong student comment)

In discussion, sometimes children gave random, seemingly inappropriate
answers to questions. Other students would support their peers when they
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pc n.:c tn:d th;u the st uJ cnt had 11·1 respomkd to the
show mg that st udenb aligned

w 11 h

lL',Khcr

a ppropnate l)',

each other ow r the dorm nan I teadll' r

ClutdrL'il l'nuld abn be persuaded by pl'rn,

\o

change thctr numh, aga1mt

the l'Stablishmcnt or systems stat us q un The power that d rarna ha" m
cducllton

1s

both the rc1nrorcl·rncn1 and the rnntcstmg of soual value'>

through human 1mcract1on by 11,1.usmg 1ntcract1on and d1s(uss1on un what
are the clements of the human rnnd1t1on

•

Reluctance

ClaS!>room teachers who may be reluctam or hesitant to teach drama need
support and although it is unrealistic to expect every primary teacher to be
comfortable teaching drama, the new Student Outcome Statements
adopted by Western Australian government schools m 1994 will require
classroom teachers to be teaching, assessing, reportmg and showing
accountability in all areas of the Arts. Drama is one of the five Arts area
that teachers are required to teach. It is therefore important that the
classroom teacher becomes aware of the complexity of drama and the
complex social interaction that makes drama unique.
Theories of practice in drama should reflect what it is teachers do in their
drama classroom. Opportunity to share ideas, reflect and 'play' wilh
professional personnel in drama is imponam. A lack of primary schools
engaging in drama in Western Auslralia makes lhis difficult for lenchers
and this problem requires examinalion.

I

l

t

Teacher-In-role

A grL",llL'r ckgrl'l' ol st udcnt rl'sponsc was rt·g1~1cred when Ihe laul Ila tor

.1dl1ptcd a ll'.1d1n-111-rolc atl!tuck l h,.: ,1J1us111a::111 to this new rule wa'>

aducwd by tilt' nimpltnty u! thl' group allowing the laulitator to ht

pns1t 11 l!lcd outstck· thL· rok l>f Lf:ache r
the students to lorm a u n.le

T: 1

mtu a 111..:c big u nJe ((wans

2

and be seated l) because ! have a \'Cry Important thing to tell

3.

you {2) I have some news. Beller Sil down ((to two students

+.

who have remained sLandmg)J as the meellng is about to

5.

start {{Children laugh as teacher shps mto role by puttmg on

6.

a top hat and simulating a deeper voJCc of authomy))

(or

Some children however remain suspicious as to why a drama teacher has
hijacked their play in the last remaming powerful s1tuat1on they ha\·e The
control and manipulation an adult has over chtld-lcarnmg through play is
questioned and subvened by disruptive behaviour. Younger i.:hildrcn have
less conventions than older children but throughout pnmary years
compliance and social conditioning is expected. A srndent like Jack {p.81)
must have been wondering why was I blurring the boundaries between play
and drama and for what purpose was I hijacking their play for my own
devices. The freedom granted to young children to play in their own way 1s
allowed but I broke this rule and entering one of the last hallowed domains
children are J!lowed to keep when entering school. Resistance to learning
through drama is evident until trust is established by transferring the

-,,23

I

power to the students. Power 1s transferred to students 1hroughout the
hearing of the childs vo1ec. 1rnns and symbols and allowing ch1IJren to
establish their own socwl co1wcntions,

t Drama In education needs to retain Its singularity

It is import ant that drama 1s seen to be a subject m its enl! ret y rather than
a watered down tool for implememing other curriculum areas or as a
means to a product for good school public relauons. Relegaling drama lo a
subject used to showcase the 'talemed children' to sallsfied parents. or
alternatively only as unstructured play in the early childhood home corner,
will not reinforce drama or enhance drama as a core subject area.
A role of this research is to provide a greater degree of information towards

the understanding of drama. The research shows that with careful analysis
of the interactions, correct facilitation and with an a\vareness of the
importance of the apparently mundane drama, rewarding outcomes and a
fully rounded educational experience can occur for the parucipants.
When investigated. the early childhood area in Western Australian primary
schools appear to be omitting the art of dr:ima as a core learning
experience.
The problem lies in the imputation by the observer that certain
behaviours look as though they are tied directly to life support, and
are therefore important or work (Ellis, 1973 p.110).
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It 1s my hd1d 1hat 1he pt·1u·p11on ,11 dr,1111;1 h.1-. 11111 lwcn lt·-.1,·d 111 rlw 1·;1rly
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~,1
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requirnl r.. uud n~1.1nd

d r.1111.1

pr.tXh In I hr

1, LILH In
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l·,1

I ~H'

t:.irl y t h1ld h1 u 1d

r!:, , I u!dh," 1d

)gt't ht:r r n,1, t 1,) gn1nJ 1,.· b, ,th

that mamtam the order l' .xplorrJ through Jram~1 arr

LY:,Ut'~ 11! ct

hi,._,

tolerance and empathy
Drama education engages the child mtellcuually.physitally Jnd

emotionally and Emery ( 1995) holds that s.:hools ha\'e

,1

rrspons1h1 lit y

t, 1

respond to this Arts intelligence DocumrntJng the prot.css m dram,1 and

the rules which the group use should ka<l to greater undcrst.111<lin11. of tht·
role of drama and the difficulues m 1mplcment1ng a sut.:esslul JrJmJ
programme. The focus may be the key to the sun.wal o! Jram.1 1n tiur

.;1.llf

primary schools.

•

Explorations and reflections

Exploring the human condition is a complex issue. Personal understanding
and discovery of meaning in drama focuses on the human condu1on. Dram.1
imparts imponant life skills and is a powerful medium for teaching
awareness, understanding. acceptance. tolerance and other hun1.1111stK
values. In drama the abilit}' to explore ourselves and the lives of l>lhers
through enactment, encourages increased awareness and rcnel'.uon on re.d1tr
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I

ll~.uhrn1c ( IQfHl l "l't'" drama as a mrd1 um where 111chv1dual .in it udl':-. urn

ht• {'X(lll1n.-d Sd1onl., .ire u1111pm,ed of UJ\WSl' unclerstan<l1 ng with st uclents

holdm~ \'ilr)'111~ ,11\ltu<ll's .md brhd:., wlud1 they bring to

5(11001

on a daily

b.1s1s

Although drama may la1.:k status wnhm the srstem the teacher uf drama
h.1s an obhgauon

lo

cluldrcn to allow the fret:dom to play and explore

Adults wanung to increase 1he crealivlly of the child must allow a place m
the system for drama and infomial play. Drama allows the students to be
free for just a moment in Kairos time. unruly as opposed to what Paulo
Frei re (19 70) clas;:;i fied as ind ust ria I ti me. Child time where acti vi ti es a re
not achic\·emem orientated but arc in dreamtime where possibilities are
endless and the dreaming \\ill shape the future of the child"s and the future
of our nation.
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Appendix 1

Letter to parent or guardian

June 1998
Dear

My name is Lynette !\loss and I am currently studying for a l\fasters Degree

in

Drama

111

Educalion at Edith Cowan Uni\·erslty. I have worked !or fifteen years as a drama speual1sL
in a number of go\'ernment setungs

O\·er the years I have worked as a rnnsultant to the

Education Department during ,vhich time I have developed a special interest

111

worktng

with young children.

I am \\Tiling to in\1te your child to participate rn a research project with a working rnle
"Rethinking drama"
Your child's class will be participating in a series of drama lessons that will be looking at

the understanding of the drama experience m roung children The children wil! he participating in drama acliYities that will encourage role play and will be supe1Y1sed at all
times
Confldentlellty

All lessons will be conducted in the classroom enYironmem with the researcher and the
childS teacher will be present. All participants will have free will about participating m
the activities. The lessons will be video- taped but no individual will be identified

in

the

fmal report, the schools will not be named and any quotations used will remain anonrmous.
The researcher will ensure that the tapes wi!l be kept in a secure location where no person, other than the researcher, will have access to them. When the research has been
completed, and a period or five years has lapsed all tapes will be erased

H you need further details regarding the research project please contact me and I will
arrange a mutually convenient appointment

Your sincerely.
Lynette Moss

B. Ed

---i
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Appendix 2

Consent Form

Dear t-ls t\·loss,
I have read Lhc ,Kcompanrmg leucr ahoul the rese.irch proJect utlecl
"Relhinking Primary Drama·· and ! hereby agree

child ................................... .

.. .. . .. .....

lo

.............. to

allow my
paru u pate

In ! he

research proJecL

: Rethinking Drama.
Signed

Parent /guardian

Date
Researcher: Lynette Moss Phone (08)

I

Appendix 3

Letter to teachers

June 1998
My name is Lynelle Moss and I am curremly studying for a Masters Degree m Drama
in Education at Edith Cowan University. I have worked for fifleen years as a drama
specialist in a number of government settings. Over the years I have worked as a consultant to the Education Department during which time [ have developed a special
interest in working with young children.
I would like to invite your class to participating in a series of drama lessons that will
be looking at the understanding of the drama experience in young children.
I will need the teachers concerned to allow me to teacher a series of drama lessons that

will encourage role play while you observe and take notes.

